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INTRODUCTION 
 
It is with great pleasure that we present the initiation kit for CSW19. 
  
With 2862 new words, of which only 617 are of 2-8 letters, this is a relatively small update. 
 
I am very grateful to David Sutton for producing this kit, and to our dictionary team of Darryl 
Francis and David Sutton for producing the updated word list on time as always. 
  
It is intended that the new list will be used in WESPA-rated tournaments from 1 July 2019, 
or before if individual associations are ready and wish to do so. 
  
With best wishes, 
  
Elie Dangoor 
WESPA Chairman 
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The Purpose of this Booklet 
 
The transition from the 2015 version of the Collins Scrabble Tournament & Club Word List 
(hereinafter referred to as CSW15) to the 2019 version (hereinafter referred to as CSW19) 
involves 2862 new words in total, of which 1258 of length 2 to 9 letters, with 617 of length 2 
to 8 letters. There are 29 deletions of existing words, of which 6 are of length 2 to 8 letters. 
 
There are already over 150,000 words of 9 letters or fewer in CSW15. Most average 
players are familiar with only a fraction of those and can play a very good game at their 
level through focusing on just those words most useful for Scrabble. Thus it is suggested 
that you need only be familiar with a few hundred of the unique CSW19 words to play a 
solid game under the new word rules. In most game situations, knowledge of at least the 
new 2 and 3-letter words will be very important, together with some acquaintance with the 
most likely new bonus words; even given no more than that, the wealth of words already 
available will enable players to still play a strong CSW19 game. 
 
This initiation kit focuses on the CSW19 unique words of 2 to 8 letters. There are not so 
many of these as usual with an update, just 617, but even so don’t feel you have to learn 
them all at once. Introduce a few into your game as you go, you will soon realise the most 
useful ones and also learn more from what your opponents are playing. 
 
The format of the booklet is similar to that used for the CSW15 version, but because the 
number of words with 2 to 8 letters is relatively small this time it seeks to cover all of them. 
Thus we have: 

 definitions for all new twos, threes, fours, fives, sixes, sevens and eights 

 a separate section highlighting those new words up to eight letters that contain the 
high-value letters JQXZ 

 a separate section highlighting the new vowel-heavy fours, fives, sixes, sevens and 
eights 

 new unique hooks for twos, threes, fours and fives 

 new –S hooks for all lengths up to and including eight letters 

 7-letter solutions unique to CSW19 based on the top 250 CSW19 6-letter stems 

 8-letter solutions unique to CSW19 based on the top 250 CSW19 7-letter stems 

 lists of unique CSW19 7-letter words and 8-letter words from the top 10000 words 

 a tabulated summary of the impacts on words of 2 to 8 letters already existing in 
CSW15, e.g. changes to parts of speech involving new inflections, or additional variant 
forms. This is aimed at more seasoned players with a good knowledge of CSW15, and 
can be ignored by those simply wanting a rundown on the most important elements of 
the new additions 

 an appendix listing the deleted words of 2-8 letters 

 an appendix listing the handful of words of 9 letters or fewer that are playable when 
using the American word list NWL2018 but not under CSW19 

 an appendix explaining the sources of the word list i.e. the dictionary authorities used 
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 an appendix giving an explanatory note concerning 'long words' i.e. words of 10-15 
letters 

 an appendix containing a table of statistics giving a historical perspective on the 
development of the word list since 2003. 

There is inevitably some repetition of content between the main sections, but this should 
serve to reinforce the new information. 

 
Version History 
 
2/05/2019 First issue. 
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INDEX OF LISTS 
 

 
o TWOs – with definitions 

o THREEs – with definitions 

o FOURs – with definitions 

o FIVEs – with definitions 

o SIXes – with definitions 

o SEVENs – with definitions 

o EIGHTs – with definitions 

o JQXZ – with definitions 

o VOWEL-HEAVY FOURs, FIVEs, SEVENs and EIGHTs – with definitions 

o HOOKS to TWOs, THREEs, FOURs and FIVEs 

o New -S hooks to CSW15 words 

o 7-LETTER words from 6-letter stems 

o 7-LETTER words from TOP 10000 

o 8-LETTER words from 7-letter stems 

o 8-LETTER words from TOP 10000 

o Impacts of new CSW19 words on existing CSW15 words 

 

APPENDIX 

o Deletions 

o NWL2018 words not playable under CSW19 

o The Sources of the Word List 

o A Note on 'Long Words' 

o A Historical Perspective 
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DEFINITIONS 

Collins English Dictionary (13th edition, 2018) ©Harper 
Collins Publishers Ltd was a key source for definitions. 
Definitions for those words not to be found in Collins, 
being unique to the US sources, have been taken from  
Merriam Webster’s Official Scrabble Players Dictionary 
(6th edition). Some definitions have been modified for 
simplicity and conformity with house style.

 
Key of abbreviations used in definitions 

adj 
adv 
aka 
coll 
esp 
intj 
n 
phr 

Adjective 
Adverb 
Also known as 
Colloquial 
Especially 
Interjection 
Noun 
Phrase 

pl 
prep 
pron 
s 
usu 
v 
vf 

Plural 
Preposition 
Pronoun 
S can be added 
Usually 
Verb 
Verb form 

 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
WESPA wishes to thank the following who have made this booklet 
possible for the benefit of Scrabble players worldwide: 
 

David Sutton (list compilation and definitions) 
Darryl Francis (additional checking and proofreading)
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WORDS OF TWO TO EIGHT LETTERS UNIQUE TO CSW19 
(showing if they take an S or not) 

 
TWO-LETTER WORDS [3 Words] 
 
OK  intj an interjection expressing assent
EW  intj an interjection expressing disgust 
ZE   pron a gender-neutral third person singular subjective pronoun, used instead of 

'they' 
 
THREE-LETTER WORDS [6 Words] 
 
BAE s n (US) a person's sweetheart or lover: often used as an affectionate term of 

address 
BAO s n (Chinese) a steamed dumpling, usually eaten with a filling 
DOX   v to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet 
UME s n (Japanese) a fleshy yellow fruit, similar to an apricot
VAX   n short for vaccine and vaccination
ZEN s n a state of calm attentiveness
 
FOUR-LETTER WORDS [13 Words] 
 
BAES  pl BAE, a person's sweetheart or lover
BAOS  pl BAO, a steamed dumpling, usually eaten with a filling
BLUD s n blood 
CALS   pl CAL, a calorie 
FIFI s n a kind of hook 
GYAN s n (Hindi) knowledge 
MACA s n a cruciferous biennial plant, native to the Peruvian Andes; the powdered 

root of this plant, used as a stimulant and health supplement 
OWIE s n an injury that is not serious
PEDI s n (short for) pedicure 
ROHE s n the territory controlled by a Maori tribal group
TIFO s n an elaborate organized display performed by supporters during a football 

match 
UMES   pl UME, a fleshy yellow fruit, similar to an apricot
ZENS  pl ZEN, a state of calm attentiveness
 
 
FIVE-LETTER WORDS [55 Words] 
 
AJIES   pl AJI, a spicy pepper
ASPIE s n (offensive) a person who has Asperger's syndrome 
BAYER   adj BAY, of a certain colour
BHATS   pl BHAT, a dancer in a Thai troupe
BLUDS   pl BLUD, blood 
BOKEH s n the blurred quality of a photograph
CEROC s n a form of dance combining many styles, including jive and salsa
DERNY s n a bicycle with a small motor, used to set the pace in cycling events such 

as the keirin 
DHABA s n (Hindi) (in India) a roadside café or food stall
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DOXED   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
DOXES   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
EARNT   vf EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service 
EXOME s n a part of the genome consisting of exons
FARRO s n a variety of wheat
FIFIS   pl FIFI, a kind of hook
FIGGY   adj resembling, containing, or tasting like figs
FLEEK s n stylishness, as in on fleek, stylish, chic
FLEXI s n (short for) flexitime
FONES   pl FONE, a phone 
GYANS   pl GYAN, knowledge
HENCH   adj (of a man) fit and having well-developed muscles
HYGGE s n (Danish) the practice of creating cosy and congenial environments that 

promote emotional wellbeing
INCEL s n an involuntary celibate: a person, esp a man, who identifies as being 

frustrated by a lack of opportunities to have sex
INSPO s n someone or something that is a source of inspiration 
JAKER   adj JAKE, honest, fine
JUDGY   adj tending to judge others
LAVAL   adj of or pertaining to lava
LAXED   vf LAX, to relax 
MACAS   pl MACA, a cruciferous biennial plant, native to the Peruvian Andes; the 

powdered root of this plant, used as a stimulant and health supplement
NDUJA s n (Italian) a paste of cured pork, peppers, and spices, originating in 

Calabria in SW Italy
OWIES   pl OWIE, an injury that is not serious
PANNI   pl PANNUS, a layer of vascular fibrous tissue extending over the surface 

of a specialized structure, esp the cornea
PARMA s n (Australian) a dish of chicken in breadcrumbs, topped with Parmesan 

cheese and a tomato sauce, and served with ham or bacon 
PEDIS   pl PEDI, a pedicure
PLUTO s v to reduce in importance, as the ex-planet Pluto was downgraded
QAPIK s n (Azerbaijani) a monetary unit of Azerbaijan, one hundredth of a manat
REAIS   pl REAL, a monetary unit in Brazil
RELLO s n (Australian slang) a relative
ROHES   pl ROHE, the territory controlled by a Maori tribal group 
ROIDS   pl ROID, steroid 
SKODY   adj dirty, unkempt 
SOOKY   adj (Australian slang) given to petulant complaining
SWOLE   adj having well-developed muscles as a result of weight training 
TANTY   n (short for) tantrum
TIFOS   pl TIFO, an elaborate organized display performed by supporters during a 

football match 
TOHOS   pl TOHO, a call to pointers or setters to stop
TURNT   adj (US slang) intoxicated, excited
UNSAW   vf UNSEE, to fail to see
UNSEE s v to fail to see 
VAXES   pl VAX, vaccination or vaccine
VITRO   adj relating to a test tube, as in in vitro
WALIE s adj sturdy 
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WOKER   adj WOKE, alert to social and political injustice (esp in the phrase stay 
woke) 

WUDDY   n a large loop at the end of a rope
YOWZA   intj an interjection used to express surprise
 
 
SIX-LETTER WORDS [95 Words] 
 
AGYRIA s n a disease of the brain
ANAGEN s n a period of hair growth
ANSATZ   n a possible solution to a problem
ANTIFA s n an antifascist organization; a member of an antifascist organization
ARUANA s n a large tropical fish
ASPIES   pl ASPIE, a person who has Asperger's syndrome 
AUDISM s n discrimination or prejudice against deaf people 
AUDIST s n one who practises audism, prejudice against the deaf 
BAYEST   adj BAY, of a certain colour
BIZJET s n a small airplane used for business
BLOGGY   adj characteristic of blogging
BODHIS   pl BODHI, in Buddhism, enlightenment
BOKEHS   pl BOKEH, the blurred quality of a photograph
BRONDE s n/adj of a shade between blonde and brunette; (noun) a woman whose 

hair is of this colour
BUFFAS   pl BUFFA, the comic actress in an opera
CAPCOM s n a person who assists a space mission
CAPISH   intj an interjection signifying that one has understood 
CEROCS   pl CEROC, a form of dance combining many styles, including jive and 

salsa 
CHIAOS   pl CHIAO, a Chinese monetary unit, one tenth of a yuan 
CHOCKY   n/adj (colloquial) chocolate; (adj) like chocolate
CHYRON s n a group of words that appears on a television screen 
COLLAB s n (short for) collaboration
COTIJA s n a kind of Mexican cheese
CRINGY   adj causing acute feelings of embarrassment or disgust 
DADBOD s n an untoned and slightly plump male physique, esp one considered 

attractive 
DERNYS   pl DERNY, a bicycle with a small motor, used to set the pace in cycling 

events such as the keirin
DHABAS   pl DHABA, (in India) a roadside café or food stall 
DIDYMO s n a class of algae
DONERS   pl DONER, grilled meat and salad served in pitta bread 
DOOSES   pl DOOS, in South Africa, a foolish or despicable person 
DOXING   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the 

internet 
EAVING   vf EAVE, to give cover under the eaves of a building 
EELING s n the practice of catching eels
EXOMES   pl EXOME, a part of the genome consisting of exons 
FAKEST   adj FAKE, false, forged,
FARANG s n (Thai) a foreigner
FARROS   pl FARRO, a variety of wheat
FLEEKS   pl FLEEK, stylishness, as in on fleek
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FLEXIS   pl FLEXI, flexitime
FROWNY   adj showing a frown
HANDSY   adj tending to engage in excessive or unwanted physical contact
HEIDUC s n (Hungarian) a brigand, a guerilla warrior
HYGGES   pl HYGGE, the practice of creating cosy and congenial environments 

that promote emotional wellbeing
ILIACI   pl ILIACUS, the flexor muscle of the thigh
INCELS   pl INCEL, an nvoluntary celibate: a person, esp a man, who identifies 

as being frustrated by a lack of opportunities to have sex 
INSPOS   pl INSPO, someone or something that is a source of inspiration
JAKEST   adj JAKE, honest, fine
JOLLOF   adj as in jollof rice, a West African dish made from rice and meat or fish
JUDGEY   adj tending to judge others
JUGAAD s n (Hindi) a resourceful approach to problem-solving 
KEYEST   adj KEY, crucial 
LABNEH s n (Arabic) a kind of soft cheese produced by straining yogurt 
LAXING   vf LAX, to relax
LOOGIE s n a mass of saliva and phlegm
LORNER   adj LORN, lost, abandoned
MARAKA   pl MARKA, the standard unit of currency in Bosnia-Herzegovina
MATCHA s n (Japanese) a tea made from finely ground green tea leaves
METICA s n a monetary unit of Mozambique
MUSHIE s n (Australian slang) a mushroom
NDUJAS   pl NDUJA, a paste of cured pork, peppers, and spices, originating in 

Calabria in SW Italy
NONKIN s n those who are not kin
NUBBER s n in baseball, a weakly hit ball
NYAOPE s n (South Africa) another name for the drug whoonga 
PARMAS   pl PARMA, a dish of chicken in breadcrumbs, topped with Parmesan 

cheese and a tomato sauce, and served with ham or bacon
PENTEL s n a kind of pen
PETTIS   pl PETTI, a petticoat
PILIER   adj PILY, of carpets, having a pile
PLUTOS   vf PLUTO, to reduce in importance
PREGGO   adj (slang) pregnant
QAPIKS   pl QAPIK, a monetary unit of Azerbaijan
RABONA s n an unconventional method of kicking the ball in which a player 

plants one leg and brings the kicking foot round behind it 
RELLOS   pl RELLO, a relative
RIEVED   vf RIEVE, to rob, plunder
ROTELY   adv by rote 
ROTOLI   pl ROTOLO, an Italian form of rotl, a unit of weight 
SABLER   adj SABLE, black, dark
SAMMIE s n (Australian slang) a sandwich
SCEATS   pl SCEAT, a small silver or gold coin of Anglo-Saxon times 
SEROMA s n an abnormal pocket of clear fluid in the body
SLINGY   adj denoting a throwing motion which resembles the action of using a 

sling 
SWACHH   adj (Hindi) clean 
SWOLER   adj SWOLE, having well-developed muscles as a result of weight 
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training 
THETRI s n a currency unit of Georgia
THINGO s n (Australian slang) an object whose name is unknown or temporarily 

forgotten 
TOGROG s n (Mongolian) a Mongolian monetary unit
TRADIE s n (Australian slang) a tradesman or tradeswoman 
TROJAN s n a computer program that gets access to a computer or system by 

appearing to be harmless, but is designed to do something 
damaging 

UNSEES   vf UNSEE, to fail to see
UPMADE   vf UPMAKE, to make up (gallery proofs)
UPVOTE s v to register approval of (a post) on social media 
VEGIER   adj VEGIE, of school subjects, trivial, not taxing
VOLTIS   pl VOLTI, a direction to musicians to turn the page 
WHIRRA   intj an interjection used to express sorrow
WOKEST   adj WOKE, alert to social and political injustice (esp in the phrase stay 

woke) 
WORDIE s n a lover of words
 
SEVEN-LETTER WORDS [173 Words] 
 
ABIETES   pl ABIES, a fir tree
AGENDER   adj of or relating to a person who does not identify with any gender
AGYRIAS   pl AGYRIA, a disease of the brain
ANAGENS   pl ANAGEN, a period of hair growth
ANTIFAS   pl ANTIFA, an antifascist organization; a member of an antifascist 

organization 
ANTIVAX   adj opposed to vaccination
ARAWANA s n a large tropical fish
AROWANA s n a large tropical fish
ARUANAS   pl ARUANA, a large tropical fish
AUDISMS   pl AUDISM, discrimination or prejudice against deaf people 
AUDISTS   pl AUDIST, one who practises audism, prejudice against the deaf
BALLIER   adj BALLY, bloody
BERGALL s n a fish of the wrasse family found in British coastal areas, aka 

cunner 
BESTEST   adj indisputably best
BITRATE s n the speed of data processing
BITURBO s n an engine with two turbos
BIZJETS   pl BIZJET, a small airplane used for business
BIZZAZZ   n panache 
BOONEST   adj BOON, as in boon companion
BRONDER   adj BRONDE, of a shade between blonde and brunette 
BRONDES   pl BRONDE, a woman with a shade of hair between blonde and 

brunette 
BURLIKE   adj like a bur 
CAPCOMS   pl CAPCOM, a person who assists a space mission 
CAPICHE   intj an interjection signifying that one has understood 
CAPLIKE   adj like a cap 
CATAGEN s n a period of hair growth
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CAVEOLA   n a tiny pit in a cell membrane
CHAMPAS   n (colloquial) champagne
CHEMSEX   n sexual activity performed while under the influence of psychoactive 

drugs 
CHOCKIE s n/adj (colloquial) chocolate; (adj) like chocolate
CHYRONS   pl CHYRON, a group of words that appears on a television screen
COLLABS   pl COLLAB, collaboration
CONLANG s n an invented language
COTIJAS   pl COTIJA, a kind of Mexican cheese
CRAYEST   adj CRAY, crazy
CRIBLES   pl CRIBLE, a method of engraving in which holes or indentations are 

made in the surface of a material
CRINGEY   adj causing acute feelings of embarrassment or disgust 
DADBODS   pl DADBOD, an untoned and slightly plump male physique, esp one 

considered attractive
DANGEST   adj DANG, damned
DASHCAM s n a small video camera situated on the dashboard of a vehicle, used 

to record the view through the windscreen
DELUBRA   pl DELUBRUM, a font; a temple or shrine having a font 
DEMONYM s n a name used to denote the inhabitants of a place 
DEPRIME s v to remove the primer from eg a shell
DERNIES   pl DERNY, a bicycle with a small motor, used to set the pace in 

cycling events such as the keirin
DIDYMOS   pl DIDYMO, a class of algae
EELINGS   pl EELING, the practice of catching eels
EGGLIKE   adj like an egg 
EMIGREE s n (French) one of the (female) natives of France who were opposed 

to the first Revolution, and who left their country in consequence
ENWRAPT   vf ENWRAP, to envelop
EPIPLOA   pl EPIPLOON, a free fold of the peritoneum, or one serving to connect 

viscera, support blood vessels, etc
EYELINE s n the line of sight
FARANGS   pl FARANG, a foreigner
FATBERG s n a large mass of fat and waste material in a sewerage system
FATWAED   vf FATWA, to issue an Islamic religious decree
FENINGA   pl FENING, a monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
FIGGIER   adj FIGGY, resembling, containing, or tasting like figs 
FIGLIKE   adj like a fig 
FINTECH s n digital technology used to support banking and financial services
FREEKEH s n a cereal prepared by roasting wheat that has been harvested while 

the grains are still green
FURLIKE   adj like fur 
FUSUMAS   pl FUSUMA, a sliding door
GALANTS   pl GALANT, an 18th-century style of music characterized by 

homophony and elaborate ornamentation
GRANUMS   pl GRANUM, a part of a plant chloroplast
GRAWLIX   n a series of typographical symbols (such as $#!) used in text as a 

replacement for profanity
GREBOES   pl GREBO, a devotee of heavy metal or grunge music, with unkempt 

hair and clothes
GREEBOS   pl GREEBO, an unkempt young man
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GRIZZES   pl GRIZ, a grizzly bear
HAMMIES   pl HAMMY, a hamstring
HANGULS   pl HANGUL, an alphabetic script for Korean
HANIWAS   pl HANIWA, Japanese clay sculptures
HEIDUCS   pl HEIDUC, a brigand, a guerilla warrior
HENCHER   adj HENCH, fit and having well-developed muscles 
HIKINGS   pl HIKING, the act of walking a long distance
HOOROOS   vf HOOROO, to say goodbye, cheerio
HYPERER   adj HYPER, excitable
IMMUNER   adj IMMUNE, not susceptible to eg disease
INAPTER   adj INAPT, unfit or unqualified
INDYREF s n a referendum on the subject of a nation's independence 
INWRAPT   vf INWRAP, to cover by wrapping
IVORIER   adj IVORY, having the colour of ivory
JAVELLE   adj as in javelle water, an aqueous solution containing sodium 

hypochlorite and some sodium chloride, used as a bleach and 
disinfectant 

JOCOSER   adj JOCOSE, merry; characterized by joking
JUDGIER   adj JUDGY, tending to judge others
JUGAADS   pl JUGAAD, a resourceful approach to problem-solving 
KOPIYKY   pl KOPIYKA, a monetary unit of Ukraine, worth a hundredth part of a 

hryvna 
LABNEHS   pl LABNEH, a Mediterranean soft cheese produced by straining 

yogurt 
LEUCISM s n abnormally pale coloring of skin or hair
LOOGIES   pl LOOGIE, a mass of saliva and phlegm
LORNEST   adj LORN, lost, abandoned
MACARON s n a cookie with filling in the middle
MATCHAS   pl MATCHA, a Japanese tea made from finely ground green tea 

leaves 
METICAS   pl METICA, a monetary unit of Mozambique
MIDCALF   n a garment reaching to middle of the calf (plural MIDCALVES)
MIDIBUS   n a single-decker bus of medium size, typically with seats for between 

20 and 30 passengers (plural MIDIBUSES or MIDIBUSSES)
MISFOLD s v to fold wrongly
MISGAGE s v to gage wrongly
MUCKLER   adj MUCKLE, great, much; a great deal
MURSHID s n in Sufism: a spiritual guide who initiates into a mystical order a 

postulant wishing to follow the Sufi path to God 
MUSHIES   pl MUSHIE, a mushroom
NANCIER   adj NANCY, effeminate
NONKINS   pl NONKIN, those who are not kin
NUBBERS   pl NUBBER, in baseball, a weakly hit ball
NYAOPES   pl NYAOPE, another name for the drug whoonga 
OCHRIER   adj OCHRY, containing or resembling ochre
ORBLIKE   adj like an orb 
OTHERED   vf OTHER, to treat a person as being very different from oneself
PAPASAN s n a chair shaped like a boat
PENLIKE   adj like a pen 
PENTELS   pl PENTEL, a kind of pen
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PEROGEN   pl PEROG, a large Russian pie, stuffed with meat, fish, eggs, or 
cabbage 

PERONEI   pl PERONEUS, one of several fibular muscles
PETITIO s n a short form of petitio principii, a form of fallacious reasoning in 

which the conclusion has been assumed in the premises; begging 
the question 

PILIEST   adj PILY, of carpets, having a pile
PITLIKE   adj like a pit 
PLUTOED   vf PLUTO, to reduce in importance
PLUTOES   vf PLUTO, to reduce in importance
PRADHAN s n (Hindi) (in India) a chief or leader
PREMAKE s v to make in advance
PROZZIE s n a prostitute 
RABONAS   pl RABONA, an unconventional method of kicking the ball in which a 

player plants one leg and brings the kicking foot round behind it
RAGDOLL s n a kind of domestic cat
READMES   pl README, a text file supplied with computer software that contains 

information about the software, such as advice on installation and 
bugs 

RENDANG s n an Indonesian dish of meat cooked slowly in a spicy paste 
ROGUIER   adj ROGUY, roguish
RUMPIER   adj RUMPY, having a large rump
SABLEST   adj SABLE, black, dark
SANTOKU s n (Japanese) a kind of Japanese knife
SAPIDER   adj SAPID, pleasantly flavoured
SCEATTS   pl SCEAT, a small silver or gold coin of Anglo-Saxon times 
SCHNEID s n a series of losses
SEROMAS   pl SEROMA, an abnormal pocket of clear fluid in the body 
SKODIER   adj SKODY, unkempt, dirty
SKYEYER   adj SKYEY, like the sky; ethereal; being in the sky 
SONLIER   adj SONLY, pertaining to a son
SOOKIER   adj SOOKY, given to petulant complaining
SPUTUMS   pl SPUTUM, thick mucus coughed up from the respiratory tract esp in 

certain diseases of the lungs, chest, or throat
SWOLEST   adj SWOLE, having well-developed muscles as a result of weight 

training 
TABBIER   adj TABBY, brindled with dark stripes or wavy markings on a lighter 

background 
TAIHOAS   vf TAIHOA, to wait
TANTIES   pl TANTY, tantrum
TASSELY   adj decorated with tassels
TELOGEN s n a period of hair growth
TENENDA   pl TENENDUM, a clause in a deed defining land tenure 
TERPINE s n a derivative of pinene and other terpenes
TESTATA   pl TESTATUM, one of the clauses of an English deed 
THETRIS   pl THETRI, a currency unit of Georgia
THIGGED   vf THIG, to beg; to live on alms
THINGOS   pl THINGO, an object whose name is unknown or temporarily 

forgotten 
TITLIKE   adj like a tit 
TOGROGS   pl TOGROG, a Mongolian monetary unit
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TOPRAIL s n a top rail of eg an article of furniture
TRADIES   pl TRADIE, a tradesman or tradeswoman
TROJANS   pl TROJAN, a computer program that gets access to a computer or 

system by appearing to be harmless, but is designed to do 
something damaging

TUFOLIS   pl TUFOLI, a large macaroni shell
TWANKED   vf TWANK, to make a sharply curtailed twang
UMPTIER   adj UMPTY, designating an indefinitely large number 
UNDATES   vf UNDATE, to remove a date from
UPGIRTS   vf UPGIRT, to support or hold up
UPVOTED   vf UPVOTE, to register approval of (a post) on social media 
UPVOTES   vf UPVOTE, to register approval of (a post) on social media 
VALIUMS   pl VALIUM, as in valium picnic, a day on the New York Stock 

Exchange when business is slow
VANLIKE   adj like a van 
VEDUTAS   pl VEDUTA, a panoramic view of a town
VEGGIER   adj VEGGIE, vegetarian
VEGIEST   adj VEGIE, of school subjects, trivial, not taxing
WAYBACK s n the area in the back of a vehicle
WILDMAN   n a man who lives outside civilization
WILDMEN   pl WILDMAN, a man who lives outside civilization 
WIZENER   adj WIZEN, shrivelled
WOOLILY   adv WOOLY, like wool
WORDIES   pl WORDIE, a lover of words
WUDDIES   pl WUDDY, a large loop at the end of a rope
ZOMBOID   adj resembling zombies
 
EIGHT-LETTER WORDS [272 Words] 
 
ADZELIKE   adj like an adze
AMAKHOSI   pl INKHOSI, a traditional leader of a Zulu clan
AMBERIER   adj AMBERY, like amber
AMPACITY   n the largest amount of current that a wire can carry 
ANSATZES   pl ANSATZ, a possible solution to a problem
AQUAFABA s n water in which pulses, esp chickpeas, have been cooked, used in 

vegan cookery as a substitute for egg whites 
ARAHUANA s n a large tropical fish
ARANCINI   pl (Italian) a dish consisting of balls of rice stuffed with a savoury 

filling, coated in breadcrumbs and fried
ARAWANAS   pl ARAWANA, a large tropical fish
ARCHFOOL s n a complete fool
ARCHLIKE   adj like an arch
AROWANAS   pl AROWANA, a large tropical fish
ARROWIER   adj ARROWY, like an arrow, in shape, motion, etc 
BABESIAE   pl BABESIA, a parasite causing cattle fever
BABYMOON s n the early period of new parenthood during which parents and a 

newborn baby form a relationship
BACKWALL s n a rear wall 
BALLIEST   adj BALLY, bloody
BANDLIKE   adj like a band 
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BARKLIKE   adj like a dog's bark
BEATDOWN s n an overwhelming defeat
BELTLIKE   adj like a belt 
BERGALLS   pl BERGALL, a fish of the wrasse family found in British coastal 

areas, aka cunner
BIBIMBAP s n (Korean) a dish of rice, sautéed and seasoned vegetables, and 

hot pepper paste
BITRATES   pl BITRATE, the speed of data processing
BITURBOS   pl BITURBO, an engine with two turbos
BLACKTIP s n a kind of small shark
BLOGGIER   adj BLOGGY, characteristic of blogging
BOARDIES   pl (Australian slang) a pair of board shorts
BONELIKE   adj like bone 
BOOKLIKE   adj like a book 
BRONDEST   adj BRONDE, of a shade between blonde and brunette 
BURQUINI s n a swimming costume which covers the whole body with the 

exception of the face, hands, and feet, suitable for wear by 
Muslim women

CAPELIKE   adj like a cape 
CARPLIKE   adj like a carp 
CATAGENS   pl CATAGEN, a period of hair growth
CAVEOLAE   pl CAVEOLA, a tiny pit in a cell membrane
CAVEOLAR   adj relating to a caveola, a tiny pit in a cell membrane 
CEDARIER   adj CEDARY, of or like cedar
CHHERTUM   pl CHETRUM, a monetary unit of Bhutan
CHOCKERS   adj (Australian slang) full up, packed
CHOCKIER   adj CHOCKY, like chocolate
CHOCKIES   pl CHOCKY, chocolate
CIDERIER   adj CIDERY, having a taste like cider
CLUBLIKE   adj like a club 
COATLIKE   adj like a coat 
COCURATE s v to curate jointly
COINVEST s v to invest jointly
COLOBIDS   pl COLOBID, a colobus monkey
COLORIER   adj COLORY, full of color
CONELESS   adj not bearing cones
CONELIKE   adj like a cone 
CONLANGS   pl CONLANG, an invented language
COVERTER   adj COVERT, secret
CRAVENER   adj CRAVEN, cowardly
CRINGIER   adj CRINGY, causing acute feelings of embarrassment or disgust
CROWLIKE   adj like a crow 
CUBELIKE   adj like a cube 
CUSPLIKE   adj like a cusp 
CYANURIC   adj as in cyanuric acid, a white crystalline powder commonly used to 

stabilize chlorine in swimming pools
CYCLAMIC   adj as in cyclamic acid, an acid used in the production of paints and 

plastics 
DAMEHOOD s n the state of being a dame
DASHCAMS   pl DASHCAM, a small video camera situated on the dashboard of a 
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vehicle, used to record the view through the windscreen 
DEMONYMS   pl DEMONYM, a name used to denote the inhabitants of a place
DEPRIMED   vf DEPRIME, to remove the primer from eg a shell 
DEPRIMES   vf DEPRIME, to remove the primer from eg a shell 
DICELIKE   adj like a dice 
DOORLIKE   adj like a door 
DOVISHLY   adv DOVISH, like a dove
DOWNVOTE s v to register disapproval of (a post) on social media 
DRAWCARD s n a drawing card
DROPDOWN s n a menu that appears on a computer screen beneath a selected 

item 
DROPLIKE   adj like a drop 
ELFISHES   pl ELFISH, the supposed language of elves
ELVISHES   pl ELVISH, the supposed language of elves
EMBIGGEN s v to make bigger or more expansive
EMIGREES   pl EMIGREE, one of the (female) natives of France who were 

opposed to the first Revolution, and who left their country in 
consequence

ENCOLPIA   pl ENCOLPION, a reliquary; a cross worn on the breast 
EUSTRESS   n a form of stress that is beneficial to one's health 
EXAMETRE s n ten to the power of eighteen metres
EXONEREE s n a person who is proven not guilty of a crime
EYELINES   pl EYELINE, the line of sight
FACEPALM s v to bring the palm of one's hand to one's face as an expression of 

dismay 
FATBERGS   pl FATBERG, a large mass of fat and waste material in a sewerage 

system 
FIGGIEST   adj FIGGY, resembling, containing, or tasting like figs 
FILMINGS   pl FILMING, the act of making a film
FINTECHS   pl FINTECH, digital technology used to support banking and 

financial services
FLAPLIKE   adj like a flap 
FLATBROD s n a flatbread made with rye
FLAXLIKE   adj like flax 
FLEETERS   pl FLEETER, a person who sails with a fleet of 

ships, esp those who sailed as colonists to Australia with the 
early fleets 

FORELLED   vf FOREL, to bind in parchment
FREEKEHS   pl FREEKEH, a cereal prepared by roasting wheat that has been 

harvested while the grains are still green
FREEMIUM s n a business model in which a basic service is provided free of 

charge, with extra services available to paying subscribers
FREEPOST s adj free of charge mail
FROUZILY   adv FROUZY, fusty, stuffy
FROWNIER   adj FROWNY, showing a frown
FROWSILY   adv FROWSY, fusty, stuffy
FUSKERED   vf FUSKER, to generates obvious passwords and filenames in 

order to extract data that is held on free websites 
GAMESHOW s n a television show involving game play
GARAGIER   adj GARAGEY, in the garage style of music
GIGAVOLT s n a billion volts
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HANDSIER   adj HANDSY, tending to engage in excessive or unwanted physical 
contact 

HENCHEST   adj HENCH, fit and having well-developed muscles 
HIVEMIND s n the shared mind of a group
HOOROOED   vf HOOROO, to say goodbye, cheerio
HORNFISH   n another name for the garfish
HUMUSIER   adj HUMUSY, having much humus
HYPEREST   adj HYPER, excitable 

IMIPENEM s n a drug used to kill bacteria
IMMUNEST   adj IMMUNE, not susceptible to eg disease
INAPTEST   adj INAPT, unfit or unqualified
INDYREFS   pl INDYREF, a referendum on the subject of a nation's 

independence
IVORIEST   adj IVORY, having the colour of ivory
JOCOSEST   adj JOCOSE, merry; characterized by joking
JOCUNDER   adj JOCUND, marked by or suggestive of high spirits and lively 

mirthfulness
JUDGIEST   adj JUDGY, tending to judge others
KIBIBYTE s n two to the power of ten bytes
KILIKITI s n a Polynesian version of cricket played by teams of 15-20 players
KNEELIKE   adj like a knee 
LENSLIKE   adj like a lens 
LEUCISMS   pl LEUCISM, abnormally pale coloring of skin or hair 
LINENIER   adj LINENY, like linen
LIONLIER   adj LIONLY, like a lion; fierce
LISTICLE s n a piece of writing based around or consisting of a list 
LOBELIKE   adj like a lobe 
LONGFORM   adj unusually long in form
LOOPLIKE   adj like a loop 
LUNGLIKE   adj like a lung 
LUTELIKE   adj like a lute 
MACABRER   adj MACABRE, grim, gruesome
MACARONS   pl MACARON, a cookie with filling in the middle 
MAKHANIS   pl MAKHANI, in Indian cookery, a dish cooked in butter or cream
MALTIPOO s n a dog that is a cross between a Maltese and a poodle 
MANCHEGO s n (Spanish) a cheese made from ewes' milk
MEBIBYTE s n 2 to the power of 20 bytes
MELONIER   adj MELONY, like a melon
MIDTHIGH s n a garment reaching to the middle of the thigh 
MINTLIKE   adj like mint 
MISFOLDS   vf MISFOLD, to fold wrongly
MISGAGED   vf MISGAGE, to gage wrongly
MISGAGES   vf MISGAGE, to gage wrongly
MOLELIKE   adj like a mole 
MOTORICS   n the science of muscular movement
MUCKLEST   adj MUCKLE, great, much; a great deal
MURSHIDS   pl MURSHID, in Sufism: a spiritual guide who initiates into a 

mystical order a postulant wishing to follow the Sufi path to God
MUZAKIER   adj MUZAKY, cheap and sentimental
MYRRHIER   adj MYRRHY, of or like myrrh
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NANCIEST   adj NANCY, effeminate
NEUSTICS   pl NEUSTIC, the part of the sentence that differs with the mood of 

the sentence
NIHONIUM s n a highly radioactive element, of which only a few atoms have 

ever been produced
NONAVIAN   adj not of or relating to birds
NONSTATE   adj not relating to the state
NORMCORE s n a consciously unobtrusive style of dress
NOVICHOK s n any of a group of powerful nerve agents developed in the former 

Soviet Union
NUNCHUCK s n (Japanese) a martial arts weapon consisting of two sticks joined 

by a length of chain, used as a flail or garotte 
OCHERIER   adj OCHERY, containing or resembling ocher
OCHRIEST   adj OCHRY, containing or resembling ochre
OMNIANAS   pl OMNIANA, miscellaneous collectable items about all sorts of 

things 
ONBOARDS   vf ONBOARD, to train a new person to do a job 
OTHERING   vf OTHER, to treat a person as being very different from oneself
OXYANION s n an anion containing one or more oxygen atoms bonded to 

another element (as in the sulphate and carbonate ions) 
PAPASANS   pl PAPASAN, a chair shaped like a boat
PARTIEST   adj PARTY 
PASSCODE s n a sequence of digits used to gain access to a building, computer 

system, etc
PEBIBYTE s n two to the power of fifty bytes
PECTINEI   pl PECTINEUS, a large flat muscle in the thigh
PERBORIC   adj as in perboric acid, the supposed parent acid of the perborates
PETITIOS   pl PETITIO, a short form of petitio principii, a form of fallacious 

reasoning in which the conclusion has been assumed in the 
premises; begging the question

PIEROGEN   pl PIEROG, a large Russian pie, stuffed with meat, fish, eggs, or 
cabbage 

PIKELIKE   adj like a pike 
PLOGGING s n a recreational activity, originating in Sweden, that combines 

jogging with picking up litter
PLUTOING   vf PLUTO, to reduce in importance
POMELIKE   adj like a pome, any fruit of the apple family
POOTERED   vf POOTER, to hurry away
POSTFACT   adj of or relating to a culture in which appeals to the emotions tend to 

prevail over facts and logical arguments
POSTLIKE   adj like a post 
POTHOSES   pl POTHOS, a climbing plant
PRADHANS   pl PRADHAN, (in India) a chief or leader
PREGAMED   vf PREGAME, to drink alacohol before an event 
PREMAKES   vf PREMAKE, to make in advance
PREWRITE s v to write beforehand
PREWROTE   vf PREWRITE, to write beforehand
PROZZIES   pl PROZZIE, a prostitute
PUNCTUMS   pl PUNCTUM, a point or dot; a minute aperture 
RAGDOLLS   pl RAGDOLL, a kind of domestic cat
RAKELIKE   adj like a rake 
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RAVENEST   adj RAVEN, of a glossy black colour
RELISTEN s v to listen again
REMAINER s n one who remains
RENDANGS   pl RENDANG, an Indonesian dish of meat cooked slowly in a spicy 

paste 
RESINIER   adj RESINY, full of resin
RIVERIER   adj RIVERY, like a river; full of rivers
ROBELIKE   adj like a robe 
ROGUIEST   adj ROGUY, roguish
ROSINIER   adj ROSINY, like rosin, or having its qualities
RUMPIEST   adj RUMPY, having a large rump
SANTOKUS   pl SANTOKU, a kind of Japanese knife
SAPIDEST   adj SAPID, pleasantly flavoured
SATINIER   adj SATINY, resembling satin
SAVASANA s n a meditative posture in which one lies on one's back that is 

typically considered the final resting pose in yoga 
SAYABLES   pl SAYABLE, a thing that can be said
SCHNEIDS   pl SCHNEID, a series of losses
SEABREAM s n a popular food fish
SEVENISH   adj about seven
SHAMINGS   pl SHAMING, the act or practice of attempting to embarrass a 

person or group by drawing attention to their perceived offence, 
esp on social media

SHEEPLES   pl SHEEPLE, people who follow the herd blindly 
SHTOOMER   adj SHTOOM, silent, dumb, quiet
SHTUMMER   adj SHTUMM, silent, dumb, quiet
SIDHUISM s n (Hinglish) any contrived metaphor or simile
SKIWEARS   pl SKIWEAR, clothes suitable for wear when skiing 
SKODIEST   adj SKODY, unkempt, dirty
SKYEYEST   adj SKYEY, like the sky; ethereal; being in the sky 
SLABBIES   pl SLABBY, a person who works with slabs of timber 
SLAGHEAP s n a heap of slag refuse
SLINGIER   adj SLINGY, denoting a throwing motion which resembles the action 

of using a sling
SLUBBEST   adj SLUB, pertaining to a soft thick yarn
SLUGLIKE   adj like a slug 
SMISHING s n the practice of using fraudulent text messages to extract financial 

data from users for purposes of identity theft
SNUBBEST   adj SNUB 
SONLIEST   adj SONLY, pertaining to a son
SOOKIEST   adj SOOKY, given to petulant complaining
SOUNDBAR s n a long, slender speaker used with a TV, games console, MP3 

player, etc 
SPURLIKE   adj like a spur 
SRIRACHA s n (Thai) a spicy sauce made with red chilli peppers, vinegar, and 

garlic 
STUDLIKE   adj like a stud 
SUBSTORM s n activity that disrupts the magnetic field of a planet 
SUBTWEET s v (on the Twitter application) to post a message about (another 

user), usually negative in its content, but not explicitly naming him 
or her 
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SUPERSET s n a set that includes all the elements of another set plus further 
elements 

SWARTIER   adj SWARTY, black, dusky
TABBIEST   adj TABBY, brindled with dark stripes or wavy markings on a lighter 

background
TAIHOAED   vf TAIHOA, to wait
TEBIBYTE s n two to the power of forty bytes
TELOGENS   pl TELOGEN, a period of hair growth
TERPINES   pl TERPINE, a derivative of pinene and other terpenes 
THEANINE s n an amino acid with health benefits
TIGERIER   adj TIGERY, like a tiger
TISSUIER   adj TISSUEY, of or like tissue
TITUPIER   adj TITUPY, gay, lively, unsteady
TOPRAILS   pl TOPRAIL, a top rail of eg an article of furniture 
TRANSMAN   n a transgender or transsexual man
TRANSMEN   pl TRANSMAN, a transgender or transsexual man 
TREBLIER   adj TREBLY, of a sound, having much treble
TRIFOLIA   pl TRIFOLIUM, any leguminous plant of the large genus Trifolium, 

characterized by trifoliate leaves
TWANKING   vf TWANK, to make a sharply curtailed twang
UMBERIER   adj UMBERY, of or pertaining to umber
UMEBOSHI s n (Japanese) a pickled ume fruit with a sour and salty flavour
UMPTIEST   adj UMPTY, designating an indefinitely large number 
UNCANDOR s n lack of candor
UNCLONED   adj not cloned 
UNDATING   vf UNDATE, to remove a date from
UNFONDLY   adv UNFOND, not fond
UNFUSSED   adj not fussed 
UNGLITZY   adj not glitzy 
UNHEMMED   adj not hemmed
UNPOURED   adj not poured 
UNRIDGED   adj not ridged 
UNSEXILY   adv UNSEXY, not sexy
UNSTAGED   adj not staged 
UNTOOLED   adj not tooled 
UPGIRTED   vf UPGIRT, to gird completely
UPPITIER   adj UPPITY, conceited, haughty
UPSKIRTS   pl UPSKIRT, a photograph taken, usually surreptitiously, of a 

woman sitting or standing with her legs open in such a way that 
her underwear is exposed

UPVOTING   vf UPVOTE, to register approval of (a post) on social media 
VAPORIER   adj VAPORY, full of vapors
VEGGIEST   adj VEGGIE, academically untaxing
VOLELIKE   adj like a vole 
VOMITIER   adj VOMITY, resembling or smelling of vomit
WAFERIER   adj WAFERY, thin, wafer-like
WASHFAST   adj that can be washed without losing colour or dye 
WAYBACKS   pl WAYBACK, the area in the back of a vehicle 
WIZARDER   adj WIZARD, excellent
WIZENEST   adj WIZEN, shrivelled
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JQXZ WORDS UNIQUE TO CSW19, UP TO 8 LETTERS 
 [22 WORDS] 

 
J Words [22 words] 
 
AJIES   pl AJI, a spicy pepper
BIZJET s n a small airplane used for business
BIZJETS   pl BIZJET, a small airplane used for business
COTIJA s n a kind of Mexican cheese
COTIJAS   pl COTIJA, a kind of Mexican cheese
JAKER   adj JAKE, honest, fine
JAKEST   adj JAKE, honest, fine
JAVELLE   adj as in javelle water
JOCOSER   adj JOCOSE, merry; characterized by joking
JOCOSEST   adj JOCOSE, merry; characterized by joking
JOCUNDER   adj JOCUND, marked by or suggestive of high spirits and lively 

mirthfulness 
JOLLOF   adj as in jollof rice, a West African dish made from rice and meat or fish
JUDGEY   adj tending to judge others
JUDGIER   adj JUDGY, tending to judge others
JUDGIEST   adj JUDGY, tending to judge others
JUDGY   adj tending to judge others
JUGAAD s n (Hindi) a resourceful approach to problem-solving 
JUGAADS   pl JUGAAD, a resourceful approach to problem-solving 
NDUJA s n (Italian) a paste of cured pork, peppers, and spices, originating in 

Calabria in SW Italy
NDUJAS   pl NDUJA, a paste of cured pork, peppers, and spices, originating in 

Calabria in SW Italy
TROJAN s n a computer program that gets access to a computer or system by 

appearing to be harmless, but is designed to do something damaging
TROJANS   pl TROJAN, a computer program that gets access to a computer or 

system by appearing to be harmless, but is designed to do 
something damaging

 
Q Words [4 Words] 
 
AQUAFABA s n water in which pulses, esp chickpeas, have been cooked, used in 

vegan cookery as a substitute for egg whites
BURQUINI s n a swimming costume which covers the whole body with the exception 

of the face, hands, and feet, suitable for wear by Muslim women
QAPIK s n (Azerbaijani) a monetary unit of Azerbaijan, one hundredth of a manat
QAPIKS   pl QAPIK, a monetary unit of Azerbaijan
 
X Words [20 Words] 
 
ANTIVAX   adj opposed to vaccination
CHEMSEX   n sexual activity performed while under the influence of psychoactive 

drugs 
DOX   v to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
DOXED   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
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DOXES   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
DOXING   vf DOX, to publish personal information about (a person) on the internet
EXAMETRE s n ten to the power of eighteen metres
EXOME s n a part of the genome consisting of exons
EXOMES   pl EXOME, a part of the genome consisting of exons 
EXONEREE s n a person who is proven not guilty of a crime
FLAXLIKE   adj like flax 
FLEXI s n (short for) flexitime
FLEXIS   pl FLEXI, flexitime
GRAWLIX   n a series of typographical symbols (such as $#!) used in text as a 

replacement for profanity
LAXED   vf LAX, to relax 
LAXING   vf LAX, to relax 
OXYANION s n an anion containing one or more oxygen atoms bonded to another 

element (as in the sulphate and carbonate ions) 
UNSEXILY   adv UNSEXY, not sexy
VAX   n (short for) vaccination or vaccine
VAXES   pl VAX, vaccination or vaccine
 
Z Words [20 Words] 
 
ADZELIKE   adj like an adze 
ANSATZ   n a possible solution to a problem
ANSATZES   pl ANSATZ, a possible solution to a problem
BIZJET s n a small airplane used for business
BIZJETS   pl BIZJET, a small airplane used for business
BIZZAZZ   n panache 
FROUZILY   adv FROUZY, fusty, stuffy
GRIZZES   pl GRIZ, a grizzly bear
MUZAKIER   adj MUZAKY, cheap and sentimental
PROZZIE s n a prostitute 
PROZZIES   pl PROZZIE, a prostitute
UNGLITZY   adj not glitzy 
WIZARDER   adj WIZARD, excellent
WIZENER   adj WIZEN, shrivelled
WIZENEST   adj WIZEN, shrivelled
YOWZA   intj an interjection used to express surprise
ZE   pron used as a gender-neutral third person singular subjective pronoun
ZEN s n a state of calm attentiveness
ZENS   pl ZEN, a state of calm attentiveness
ZOMBOID   adj resembling zombies
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VOWEL-HEAVY WORDS 
UNIQUE TO CSW19 

FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN AND EIGHT-LETTER WORDS 
[117 WORDS] 

 
FOURS [1 WORD] 
3-vowels 
 
OWIE s  n an injury that is not serious
 
FIVES [7 WORDS] 
3-vowels 
 
AJIES   pl AJI, a spicy pepper
ASPIE s n a person who has Asperger's syndrome
EXOME s n a part of the genome consisting of exons
OWIES   pl OWIE, an injury that is not serious
REAIS   pl REAL, a monetary unit in Brazil
UNSEE s v to fail to see 
WALIE s adj sturdy
 
SIXES [7 WORDS] 
4-vowels 
 
ARUANA s n a large tropical fish
ILIACI   pl ILIACUS, the flexor muscle of the thigh
LOOGIE s n a mass of saliva and phlegm
 
SEVENS [16 WORDS] 
4-vowels 
 
ABIETES   pl ABIES, a fir tree
ARAWANA s n a large tropical fish
AROWANA s n a large tropical fish
ARUANAS   pl ARUANA, a large tropical fish
CAVEOLA   n a tiny pit in a cell membrane
EMIGREE s n (French) one of the (female) natives of France who were opposed to 

the first Revolution, and who left their country in consequence
EPIPLOA   pl EPIPLOON, a free fold of the peritoneum, or one serving to connect 

viscera, support blood vessels, etc
EYELINE s n the line of sight
HOOROOS   vf HOOROO, to say goodbye, cheerio
IVORIER   adj IVORY, having the colour of ivory
LOOGIES   pl LOOGIE, a mass of saliva and phlegm
PERONEI   pl PERONEUS, one of several fibular muscles
PETITIO s n a short form of petitio principii, a form of fallacious reasoning in 

which the conclusion has been assumed in the premises; begging 
the question 

ROGUIER   adj ROGUY, roguish
SOOKIER   adj SOOKY, given to petulant complaining
TAIHOAS   vf TAIHOA, to wait
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EIGHTS [7 WORDS] 
5-vowels 
 
AQUAFABA s n water in which pulses, esp chickpeas, have been cooked, used in 

vegan cookery as a substitute for egg whites
ARAHUANA s n a large tropical fish
BABESIAE   pl BABESIA, a parasite causing cattle fever
CAVEOLAE   pl CAVEOLA, a tiny pit in a cell membrane
EXONEREE s n a person who is proven not guilty of a crime
HOOROOED   vf HOOROO, to say goodbye, cheerio
TAIHOAED   vf TAIHOA, to wait
 
EIGHTS [79 WORDS] 
4-vowels 
 
ADZELIKE   adj like an adze
AMAKHOSI   pl INKHOSI, a traditional leader of a Zulu clan
AMBERIER   adj AMBERY, like amber
ARANCINI   pl (Italian) a dish consisting of balls of rice stuffed with a savoury 

filling, coated in breadcrumbs and fried
ARAWANAS   pl ARAWANA, a large tropical fish
AROWANAS   pl AROWANA, a large tropical fish
ARROWIER   adj ARROWY, like an arrow, in shape, motion, etc 
BOARDIES   pl (Australian slang) a pair of board shorts
BONELIKE   adj like bone 
BOOKLIKE   adj like a book 
BURQUINI s n a swimming costume which covers the whole body with the 

exception of the face, hands, and feet, suitable for wear by Muslim 
women 

CAPELIKE   adj like a cape 
CAVEOLAR   adj relating to a caveola, a tiny pit in a cell membrane 
CEDARIER   adj CEDARY, of or like cedar
CIDERIER   adj CIDERY, having a taste like cider
COATLIKE   adj like a coat 
COCURATE s v to curate jointly
COLORIER   adj COLORY, full of color
CONELIKE   adj like a cone 
CUBELIKE   adj like a cube 
DAMEHOOD s n the state of being a dame
DICELIKE   adj like a dice 
DOORLIKE   adj like a door 
EMIGREES   pl EMIGREE, one of the (female) natives of France who were 

opposed to the first Revolution, and who left their country in 
consequence

ENCOLPIA   pl ENCOLPION, a reliquary; a cross worn on the breast 
EXAMETRE s n ten to the power of eighteen metres
EYELINES   pl EYELINE, the line of sight
FREEMIUM s n a business model in which a basic service is provided free of 

charge, with extra services available to paying subscribers 
GARAGIER   adj GARAGEY, in the garage style of music
HUMUSIER   adj HUMUSY, having much humus
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IMIPENEM s n a drug used to kill bacteria
IVORIEST   adj IVORY, having the colour of ivory
KILIKITI s n a Polynesian version of cricket played by teams of 15-20 players
KNEELIKE   adj like a knee 
LINENIER   adj LINENY, like linen
LIONLIER   adj LIONLY, like a lion; fierce
LOBELIKE   adj like a lobe 
LOOPLIKE   adj like a loop 
LUTELIKE   adj like a lute 
MALTIPOO s n a dog that is a cross between a Maltese and a poodle 
MELONIER   adj MELONY, like a melon
MOLELIKE   adj like a mole 
MUZAKIER   adj MUZAKY, cheap and sentimental
NIHONIUM s n a highly radioactive element, of which only a few atoms have ever 

been produced
NONAVIAN   adj not of or relating to birds
OCHERIER   adj OCHERY, containing or resembling ocher
OMNIANAS   pl OMNIANA, miscellaneous collectable items about all sorts of 

things 
OXYANION s n an anion containing one or more oxygen atoms bonded to another 

element (as in the sulphate and carbonate ions) 
PECTINEI   pl PECTINEUS, a large flat muscle in the thigh
PETITIOS   pl PETITIO, a short form of petitio principii, a form of fallacious 

reasoning in which the conclusion has been assumed in the 
premises; begging the question

PIEROGEN   pl PIEROG, a large Russian pie, stuffed with meat, fish, eggs, or 
cabbage 

PIKELIKE   adj like a pike 
POMELIKE   adj like a pome, any fruit of the apple family
POOTERED   vf POOTER, to hurry away
RAKELIKE   adj like a rake 
REMAINER s n one who remains
RESINIER   adj RESINY, full of resin
RIVERIER   adj RIVERY, like a river; full of rivers
ROBELIKE   adj like a robe 
ROGUIEST   adj ROGUY, roguish
ROSINIER   adj ROSINY, like rosin, or having its qualities
SATINIER   adj SATINY, resembling satin
SAVASANA s n a meditative posture in which one lies on one's back that is 

typically considered the final resting pose in yoga 
SEABREAM s n a popular food fish
SOOKIEST   adj SOOKY, given to petulant complaining
THEANINE s n an amino acid with health benefits
TIGERIER   adj TIGERY, like a tiger
TISSUIER   adj TISSUEY, of or like tissue
TITUPIER   adj TITUPY, gay, lively, unsteady
TRIFOLIA   pl TRIFOLIUM, any leguminous plant of the large genus Trifolium, 

characterized by trifoliate leaves
UMBERIER   adj UMBERY, of or pertaining to umber
UMEBOSHI s n (Japanese) a pickled ume fruit, having a distinctive sour and salty 
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flavour 
UNPOURED   adj not poured 
UNTOOLED   adj not tooled 
UPPITIER   adj UPPITY, conceited, haughty
VAPORIER   adj VAPORY, full of vapors
VOLELIKE   adj like a vole 
VOMITIER   adj VOMITY, resembling or smelling of vomit
WAFERIER   adj WAFERY, thin, wafer-like
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UNIQUE CSW19 HOOKS TO 
TWOs, THREEs, FOURs AND FIVEs 

(new CSW19 words, and new CSW19 hooks to existing CSW15 words, are shown in upper case bold) 
 
TWOS 
 
B-ae 
V-ax 
  ba-E 
  ba-O 
  do-X 
Z-en 
d-EW 
e-EW 
  EW-e 
f-EW 
h-EW 
j-EW 
  EW-k 
l-EW 
m-EW 
n-EW 
p-EW 
r-EW 
s-EW 
t-EW 
  EW-t 
y-EW 
U-me 
  OK-a 
b-OK 
  OK-e 
r-OK 
w-OK 
y-OK 
D-ox 
  um-E 
  ZE-a 
  ZE-d 
  ZE-e 
  ZE-k 
  ZE-l 
  ZE-N 
  ZE-p 
  ZE-x 
 
THREES 
 
C-als 
  BAE-l 
  BAE-S 
  BAO-S 
  cal-S 

  DOX-y 
Z-ens 
B-lud 
  mac-A 
U-mes 
  ped-I 
f-UME 
r-UME 
  UME-S 
  ZEN-S 
 
FOURS 
 
L-aval 
L-axed 
V-axes 
  baye-R 
  bhat-S 
  BLUD-e 
  BLUD-S 
  BLUD-y 
  boke-H 
  cero-C 
  dern-Y 
  earn-T 
  FIFI-S 
  flee-K 
  flex-I 
  fone-S 
  GYAN-S 
B-hats 
  jake-R 
  lava-L 
F-leek 
B-luds 
  MACA-S 
  MACA-w 
B-okeh 
F-ones 
b-OWIE 
d-OWIE 
r-OWIE 
  OWIE-S 
t-OWIE 
y-OWIE 
z-OWIE 
D-oxes 
  PEDI-S 

  ROHE-S 
  roid-S 
  sook-Y 
A-spie 
  TIFO-S 
  toho-S 
  turn-T 
f-UMES 
r-UMES 
  wali-E 
  woke-R 
 
FIVES 
 
S-abler 
C-apish 
  ASPIE-S 
w-ASPIE 
L-axing 
e-BAYER 
  bayes-T 
  bodhi-S 
  BOKEH-S 
  brond-E 
  buffa-S 
  CEROC-S 
  chiao-S 
  chock-Y 
  DERNY-S 
  DHABA-S 
  doner-S 
l-EARNT 
  EXOME-S 
  fakes-T 
  FARRO-S 
  FARRO-w 
  FLEEK-S 
  FLEXI-S 
  frown-Y 
  hands-Y 
  HYGGE-S 
  iliac-I 
  INCEL-S 
  INSPO-S 
  jakes-T 
  judge-Y 
F-leeks 
F-lexis 

S-lingy 
B-loggy 
  match-A 
  metic-A 
  NDUJA-S 
B-okehs 
D-oners 
D-ooses 
r-OWIES 
t-OWIES 
y-OWIES 
  PARMA-S 
  petti-S 
  PLUTO-n 
  PLUTO-S 
  QAPIK-S 
P-reggo 
  RELLO-S 
  rieve-D 
a-ROIDS 
d-ROIDS 
B-ronde 
A-ruana 
  sable-R 
  sceat-S 
  sling-Y 
A-spies 
  SWOLE-R 
  thing-O 
  TIFOS-i 
  TIFOS-o 
  UNSAW-n 
  UNSEE-l 
  UNSEE-n 
  UNSEE-S 
  vegie-R 
  volti-S 
  WALIE-r 
  WALIE-s 
  whirr-A 
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CSW15 WORDS THAT NOW TAKE 
AN –S HOOK IN CSW19 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 AND 8 LETTER WORDS ONLY 
The S’s are shown so you might better envisage the valid words 

 
TWOS 
 
None 
 
THREES 
 
CAL s 
 
FOURS 
 
BHAT s 
FONE s 
ROID s 
TOHO s 
 
FIVES 
 
BODHI s 
BUFFA s 
CHIAO s 
DONER s 
PETTI s 
SCEAT s 
VOLTI s 
 

SIXES 
 
CRIBLE s 
FUSUMA s 
GALANT s 
GRANUM s 
GREEBO s 
HANGUL s 
HANIWA s 
HIKING s 
HOOROO s 
README s 
SCEATT s 
SPUTUM s 
TAIHOA s 
TUFOLI s 
UNDATE s 
UPGIRT s 
VALIUM s 
VEDUTA s 
 
SEVENS 
 
CHOCKER s 
COLOBID s 

FILMING s 
FLEETER s 
MAKHANI s 
MOTORIC s 
NEUSTIC s 
OMNIANA s 
ONBOARD s 
PUNCTUM s 
SAYABLE s 
SHAMING s 
SHEEPLE s 
SKIWEAR s 
UPSKIRT s 
 
EIGHTS 
 
ABDICANT s 
BULIMIAC s 
BULLYING s 
CHROMOLY s 
CHUGGING s 
CIBORIUM s 
COLUMNAL s 
COUNTING s 
CRUSHING s 

DAWDLING s 
DOCHMIAC s 
FISTIANA s 
FOLKLIFE s 
MAKEABLE s 
NONELECT s 
NONTOXIC s 
NUNDINAL s 
OVERTHIN s 
PRECAVAL s 
PRELUDIO s 
PROFORMA s 
REZONING s 
RIPARIAL s 
STOTINKA s 
SUCHLIKE s 
SWATHING s 
TERRASSE s 
THALLINE s 
UDDERFUL s 
YODELING s 
ZAIBATSU s 
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SEVEN LETTER SOLUTIONS UNIQUE TO CSW19 
BASED ON THE TOP 250 CSW19 6-LETTER STEMS 

+ = additional anagram to existing CSW15 solution(s) 
new = unique CSW19 solution for this combination 

 
new ABBEIRT TABBIER 
+ ABEIRTT BITRATE 
+ ACEINNR NANCIER 
+ ADEEMRS READMES 
+ ADEIPRS SAPIDER 
+ ADEIRST TRADIES 
+ ADEGNST DANGEST 
+ ADENSTU UNDATES 
+ ADEEGNR AGENDER 
+ ABEEIST ABIETES 
+ ACEIMST METICAS 
+ AEINPRT INAPTER 
+ AEINSTT TANTIES 
new AJNORST TROJANS 
+ DEEINRS DERNIES 
new DEIKORS SKODIER 
+ DEIORSW WORDIES 
+ BDENORS BRONDES 
+ EEGILNS EELINGS 
+ EEINPRT TERPINE 
+ EILNORS SONLIER 
+ EEINOPR PERONEI 
+ ELNORST LORNEST 
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UNIQUE CSW19 7-LETTER WORDS 
FROM TOP 10000 LIKELY BONUS WORDS 
(showing CSW15 anagrams in lower case) 

 
Advice: Focus initially on those words that have no CSW15 anagrams) 

 
AABNORS RABONAS 
AACEGNT CATAGEN 
AAEGNNS ANAGENS 
AAFINST ANTIFAS 
AAHIOST TAIHOAS 
ABDELRU DELUBRA 
  durable 
ABEEIST ABIETES 
  beastie 
ABEILLR BALLIER 
  braille 
  liberal 
ABEIRTT BITRATE 
  battier 
  biretta 
  ratbite 
ACEIMST METICAS 
  acmites 
  etacism 
  micates 
  sematic 
ACEINNR NANCIER 
  cannier 
  narcein 
ADEEGNR AGENDER 
  angered 
  derange 
  enraged 
  grandee 
  grenade 
ADEEMRS READMES 
  medresa 
  remades 
  remeads 
  smeared 
ADEENNT TENENDA 
ADEGNNR RENDANG 
ADEGNST DANGEST 
  stanged 
ADEIPRS SAPIDER 
  aspired 
  despair 

  diapers 
  praised 
ADEIRST TRADIES 
  aridest 
  asterid 
  astride 
  diaster 
  disrate 
  staider 
  staired 
  tardies 
  tirades 
ADENSTU UNDATES 
  saunted 
  unsated 
ADESTUV VEDUTAS 
AEFGINN FENINGA 
AEINPRT INAPTER 
  painter 
  pertain 
  repaint 
AEINSTT TANTIES 
  instate 
  satinet 
AENOPSY NYAOPES 
AENPRTW ENWRAPT 
AILOPRT TOPRAIL 
AINPRTW INWRAPT 
BDENORR BRONDER 
BDENORS BRONDES 
  bonders 
BEEGORS GREBOES 
 GREEBOS 
BENOOST BOONEST 
  obentos 
DEEHORT OTHERED 
DEEINRS DERNIES 
  deniers 
  nereids 
  resined 
DEIKORS SKODIER 
DEIORSW WORDIES 

  dowries 
  rowdies 
  weirdos 
DELOPTU PLUTOED 
EEEGIMR EMIGREE 
EEEILNY EYELINE 
EEGILNS EELINGS 
  leesing 
  seeling 
EEGISTV VEGIEST 
  vestige 
EEGLNOT TELOGEN 
EEGNOPR PEROGEN 
EEINOPR PERONEI 
  pereion 
  pioneer 
EEINPRT TERPINE 
  inepter 
EELNPST PENTELS 
EGILOOS LOOGIES 
  goolies 
  ologies 
EGIORRU ROGUIER 
EHIRSTT THETRIS 
  hitters 
  shitter 
  tithers 
EIILPST PILIEST 
  spilite 
EIIOPTT PETITIO 
EIIORRV IVORIER 
EIKOORS SOOKIER 
  koories 
  rookies 
EILNORS SONLIER 
  lienors 
  nerolis 
ELNORST LORNEST 
  lentors 
ELOPSTU PLUTOES 
  tupelos 
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EIGHT LETTER SOLUTIONS UNIQUE TO CSW 
BASED ON TOP 250 CSW19 7-LETTER STEMS 

+ = additional anagram to existing CSW15 solution(s) 
new = unique CSW19 solution for this combination 

 
 

+ ACEINNST NANCIEST 
new ADEHINRS HANDSIER 
new ABDEIORS BOARDIES 
+ AEENRSTV RAVENEST 
+ AEIINRST SATINIER 
+ AEINPSTT INAPTEST 
new AEIPRSTT PARTIEST 
+ AEIRRSTW SWARTIER 
+ ABEIRSTT BITRATES 
new AILOPRST TOPRAILS 
new CEINOSTV COINVEST 
+ EEILNRST RELISTEN 
new EEINPRST TERPINES 
+ EGHINORT OTHERING 
+ CEHIORST OCHRIEST 
new EILNOSST SONLIEST 
+ EGIORSTU ROGUIEST
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UNIQUE CSW19 8-LETTER WORDS 
FROM TOP 10000 LIKELY BONUS WORDS 
(showing CSW15 anagrams in lower case) 

 
Advice: Focus initially on those words that have no CSW15 anagrams 

 
AACEGNST CATAGENS 
AACELORV CAVEOLAR 
  cavalero 
AADEHIOT TAIHOAED 
ABDEIORS BOARDIES 
ABDENOTW BEATDOWN 
  downbeat 
ABEIRSTT BITRATES 
  birettas 
ACDEEIRR CEDARIER 
ACEIKLOT COATLIKE 
ACEILNOP ENCOLPIA 
ACEINNST NANCIEST 
  ancients 
  canniest 
  insectan 
  instance 
ADEGNNRS RENDANGS 
ADEGNSTU UNSTAGED 
ADEHINRS HANDSIER 
ADGINNTU UNDATING 
  daunting 
AEEHINNT THEANINE 
AEEIMNRR REMAINER 
AEENRSTV RAVENEST 
  aventres 
  veterans 
AEIINRST SATINIER 
  inertias 
  rainiest 
AEINPSTT INAPTEST 
  patients 
AEIOPRRV VAPORIER 
AEIPRSTT PARTIEST 
AEIRRSTW SWARTIER 
  strawier 
AEMNNRST TRANSMEN 
  manrents 
  remnants 
AENNOSTT NONSTATE 
AFIILORT TRIFOLIA 
AILOPRST TOPRAILS 

BDENORST BRONDEST 
BEEILRRT TREBLIER 
  terrible 
CEEIINPT PECTINEI 
CEHIORST OCHRIEST 
  rotchies 
  theorics 
CEILOORR COLORIER 
CEINOSTV COINVEST 
DEEOOPRT POOTERED 
DEGIPRTU UPGIRTED 
DELNOOTU UNTOOLED 
EEEILNSY EYELINES 
EEGIIRRT TIGERIER 
EEGINOPR PIEROGEN 
  perigone 
EEGLNOST TELOGENS 
EEIILNNR LINENIER 
EEIINRRS RESINIER 
EEILMNOR MELONIER 
  lemonier 
EEILNRST RELISTEN 
  enlister 
  listener 
  reenlist 
  silenter 
EEINPRST TERPINES 
EGHINORT OTHERING 
  thongier 
  throeing 
EGIILNRS SLINGIER 
  resiling 
  riesling 
EGIORSTU ROGUIEST 
  goustier 
EIILLNOR LIONLIER 
EIIMORTV VOMITIER 
EIINORRS ROSINIER 
EIIOPSTT PETITIOS 
EIIORSTV IVORIEST 
EIIRSSTU TISSUIER 
EILNOSST SONLIEST
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IMPACTS OF NEW CSW19 WORDS  
ON EXISTING CSW15 WORDS (OF 2-8 LETTERS) 

 
This section sets out the implications of new CSW19 words for existing CSW15 words, where 
the latter are gaining (or in a few cases losing) an inflection or variant. 
 
Note: This update sees the inclusion of a number of newly allowed comparatives and 
superlatives of multisyllabic adjectives, some of which may seem unnatural or odd. Some of 
these are explicitly present in NWL2018, the American word list; others have been inferred by 
the Dictionary Committee in the interests of greater consistency with the American list. 

 
 

CSW15 WORD IMPACT > new CSW19 WORD(S) 
  
ABDICANT now a noun ABDICANTS
ABIES new plural, previously 

invariant 
ABIETES

ACTORLY now compares ACTORLIER ACTORLIEST 
ACTRESSY now compares ACTRESSIER ACTRESSIEST 
AIRBALL now a verb AIRBALLED AIRBALLING 
AJI additional plural AJIES
ALMIGHTY now compares ALMIGHTIER ALMIGHTIEST 
AMBERY now compares AMBERIER AMBERIEST 
ANTIQUEY now compares ANTIQUIER ANTIQUIEST 
ARROWY now compares ARROWIER ARROWIEST 
ASPHYXY now a verb ASPHYXIED ASPHYXYING 
AUTUMNY now compares AUTUMNIER AUTUMNIEST 
BABESIA additional plural BABESIAE 
BADGERLY now compares BADGERLIER BADGERLIEST 
BALLY now compares BALLIER BALLIEST 
BALSAMY now compares BALSAMIER BALSAMIEST 
BANDSAW now a verb BANDSAWED BANDSAWING 
BANKERLY now compares BANKERLIER BANKERLIEST 
BASHFUL now compares BASHFULLER BASHFULLEST 
BAY now compares BAYER BAYEST 
BEGGARLY now compares BEGGARLIER BEGGARLIEST 
BEHIGHT new inflection BEHIGHTED 
BEMEDAL new inflection BEMEDALING 
BEZZAZZ new variant BIZZAZZ 
BHAT new plural, previously 

invariant 
BHATS

BIGGETY now compares BIGGETIER BIGGETIEST 
BISCUITY now compares BISCUITIER BISCUITIEST 
BLADDERY now compares BLADDERIER BLADDERIEST 
BLOOD new variant BLUD 
BLOSSOMY now compares BLOSSOMIER BLOSSOMIEST 
BODHI new plural, previously 

invariant 
BODHIS

BOFFINY now compares BOFFINIER BOFFINIEST 
BOON now compares BOONEST (BOONER already good 

as noun) 
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BOULDERY now compares BOULDERIER BOULDERIEST 
BUFFA additional plural BUFFAS 
BULIMIAC now a noun BULIMIACS 
BULLOCKY now also adjective and 

compares 
BULLOCKIER BULLOCKIEST 

BULLYING now a noun BULLYINGS 
BULRUSHY now compares BULRUSHIER BULRUSHIEST 
BURKINI new variant BURQUINI 
BUTTONY now compares BUTTONIER BUTTONIEST 
CABBAGY now compares CABBAGIER CABBAGIEST 
CABBAGEY now compares CABBAGIER CABBAGIEST 
CAL now a noun  CALS
CALVARIA additional plural CALVARIAE
CANKERY now compares CANKERIER CANKERIEST 
CAPEESH new variants CAPICHE CAPISH 
CATFISH now also verb CATFISHED CATFISHING 
CEDARY now compares CEDARIER CEDARIEST 
CHATTERY now compares CHATTERIER CHATTERIEST 
CHEDDARY now compares CHEDDARIER CHEDDARIEST 
CHETRUM additional plural CHHERTUM 
CHIAO new plural, previously 

invariant 
CHIAOS

CHIFFONY now compares CHIFFONNIEST (CHIFFONNIER 
already valid as noun) 

CHINTZY new adverb CHINTZILY
CHIPPER now compares CHIPPERER CHIPPEREST 
CHIRRUPY now compares CHIRRUPIER CHIRRUPIEST 
CHOCKER new variant CHOCKERS
CHROMOLY additional plural CHROMOLYS 
CHUGGING now a noun CHUGGINGS 
CIBORIUM additional plural CIBORIUMS 
CIDERY now compares CIDERIER CIDERIEST 
CINDERY now compares CINDERIER CINDERIEST 
CIRCUSSY now compares CIRCUSSIER CIRCUSSIEST 
CIRCUSY now compares CIRCUSIER CIRCUSIEST 
CITRUSSY now compares CITRUSSIER CITRUSSIEST 
CITRUSY now compares CITRUSIER CITRUSIEST 
CLATTERY now compares CLATTERIER CLATTERIEST 
CLOVERY now compares CLOVERIER CLOVERIEST 
CLUMPER now a verb CLUMPERED CLUMPERING 
CLUSTERY now compares CLUSTERIER CLUSTERIEST 
CLUTTERY now compares CLUTTERIER CLUTTERIEST 
COLOBID now a noun COLOBIDS 
COLORY now compares COLORIER COLORIEST 
COLOURY now compares COLOURIER COLOURIEST 
COLUMNAL now a noun COLUMNALS
COPPERY now compares COPPERIER COPPERIEST 
COSSET new inflection COSSETTING 
COTTAGEY now compares COTTAGIER COTTAGIEST 
COTTONY now compares COTTONIER COTTONIEST 
COUNTING now a noun COUNTINGS 
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COVERT now compares COVERTER COVERTEST 
COWARDLY now compares COWARDLIER COWARDLIEST 
CRAMPON new inflection CRAMPONNED 
CRAVEN now compares CRAVENER CRAVENEST 
CRAY now adjective CRAYEST (CRAYER already valid 

as noun) 
CRIBLE now a noun CRIBLES 
CRUSHING now a noun CRUSHINGS 
CUSHIONY now compares CUSHIONIER CUSHIONIEST 
CUSTARDY now compares CUSTARDIER CUSTARDIEST 
DANG now compares  DANGEST(DANGER already valid 

as noun) 
DAWDLING now a noun DAWDLINGS 
DELUBRUM additional plural DELUBRA 
DOCHMIAC now a noun DOCHMIACS 
DONER now a noun DONERS 
DOOS now a singular noun DOOSES 
DOTARDLY now compares DOTARDLIER DOTARDLIEST 
DOVEISH new adverb DOVEISHLY
DOVISH new adverb DOVISHLY
DRECKISH loses variant No DREKKISH now 
EARN new inflection EARNT 
EARWIGGY now compares EARWIGGIER EARWIGGIEST 
EAVE now a verb EAVING (EAVED already valid) 
EEEW new variant EW 
ELFISH now a noun ELFISHES 
ELVISH now a noun ELVISHES 
ENCOLPION additional plural ENCOLPIA
ENWRAP new inflection ENWRAPT
EPIPLOON additional plural EPIPLOA
FAGGOTY now compares FAGGOTIER FAGGOTIEST 
FAKE now compares FAKEST (FAKER already valid 

as noun) 
FASHIONY now compares FASHIONIER FASHIONIEST 
FATHERLY now compares FATHERLIER FATHERLIEST 
FATWA new inflection FATWAED
FENING additional plural FENINGA
FERRETY now compares FERRETIER FERRETIEST 
FILMING now a noun FILMINGS 
FISTIANA now singular noun FISTIANAS 
FLAVORY now compares FLAVORIER FLAVORIEST 
FLAVOURY now compares FLAVOURIER FLAVOURIEST 
FLEETER now a noun FLEETERS 
FLICKERY now compares FLICKERIER FLICKERIEST 
FLUSTERY now compares FLUSTERIER FLUSTERIEST 
FLUTTERY now compares FLUTTERIER FLUTTERIEST 
FOLKLIFE additional plural FOLKLIFES
FONE now a singular noun  FONES 
FOREL now a verb FORELLED FORELLING 
FROLICKY now compares FROLICKIER FROLICKIEST 
FROUZY new adverb FROUZILY 
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FROWSY new adverb FROWSILY 
FURROWY now compares FURROWIER FURROWIEST 
FUSKER now a verb FUSKERED FUSKERING 
FUSUMA new plural, previously 

invariant 
FUSUMAS 

GADGETY now compares GADGETIER GADGETIEST 
GALANT now a noun  GALANTS 
GARAGEY now compares GARAGIER GARAGIEST 
GARBAGEY now compares GARBAGIER GARBAGIEST 
GARBAGY now compares GARBAGIER GARBAGIEST 
GASLIGHT now a verb GASLIGHTED GASLIGHTING 

(GASLIT already valid) 
GENOTYPE now a verb GENOTYPED GENOTYPING 
GINGERLY now compares GINGERLIER GINGERLIEST 
GINGERY now compares GINGERIER GINGERIEST 
GLIMMERY now compares GLIMMERIER GLIMMERIEST 
GOPIK new variant QAPIK 
GOSPELLY now compares GOSPELLIER GOSPELLIEST 
GOSSIPY now compares GOSSIPIER GOSSIPIEST 
GRANUM additional plural GRANUMS
GRAVELLY now compares GRAVELLIER GRAVELLIEST 
GREBO additional plural GREBOES 
GREEBO additional plural GREEBOS 
GRIZ new plural, previously 

invariant (though 
GRIZES is good as verb) 

GRIZZES 

GUTTERY now compares GUTTERIER GUTTERIEST 
HAIDUK new variant HEIDUC 
HALIOTIS loses its plurals and 

is now invariant 
Now no HALIOTES or HALIOTISES 

HAMMY now also a noun HAMMIES
HANGUL new plural, previously 

invariant 
HANGULS 

HANIWA new plural, previously 
invariant 

HANIWAS

HASSOCKY now compares HASSOCKIER HASSOCKIEST 
HATCHETY now compares HATCHETIER HATCHETIEST 
HICCUPY now compares HICCUPIER HICCUPIEST 
HIJINKS new variant HIGHJINKS 
HIKING now a noun HIKINGS 
HILLOCKY now compares HILLOCKIER HILLOCKIEST 
HOBNOBBY now compares HOBNOBBIER HOBNOBBIEST 
HOOROO now a verb HOOROOED HOOROOING 
HUMMOCKY now compares HUMMOCKIER HUMMOCKIEST 
HUMUSY now compares HUMUSIER HUMUSIEST 
HYPER now compares HYPERER HYPEREST 
ILIACUS additional plural ILIACI 
IMMATURE now compares IMMATURER IMMATUREST 
IMMODEST now compares IMMODESTER IMMODESTEST 
IMMUNE now compares IMMUNER IMMUNEST 
IMPROPER now compares IMPROPERER IMPROPEREST 
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INAPT now compares INAPTER INAPTEST 
INHUMANE now compares INHUMANER INHUMANEST 
INKHOSI additional plural AMAKHOSI 
INSECURE now compares INSECURER INSECUREST 
INSIPID now compares INSIPIDER INSIPIDEST 
INVALID now compares INVALIDER INVALIDEST 
INVASIVE new adverb INVASIVELY
INWRAP new inflection INWRAPT
IONIC new adverb IONICALLY
IVORY now compares IVORIER IVORIEST 
JAKE now compares JAKER JAKEST 
JARGONY now compares JARGONIER JARGONIEST 
JASPERY now compares JASPERIER JASPERIEST 
JEALOUS now compares JEALOUSER JEALOUSEST 
JIGJIG now noun only Loses its verbal inflections 

JIGJIGGED and JIGJIGGING 
JOCOSE now compares JOCOSER JOCOSEST 
JOCUND now compares JOCUNDER JOCUNDEST 
JUDDERY now compares JUDDERIER JUDDERIEST 
KEEPSAKY now compares KEEPSAKIER KEEPSAKIEST 
KERNELLY now compares KERNELLIER KERNELLIEST 
KETCHUPY now compares KETCHUPIER KETCHUPIEST 
KEY now compares  KEYEST(KEYER already valid as 

noun) 
KITTENY now compares KITTENIER KITTENIEST 
KOPIYKA additional plural KOPIYKY 
LADDERY now compares LADDERIER LADDERIEST 
LADDISH new adverb LADDISHLY
LAWYERLY now compares LAWYERLIER LAWYERLIEST 
LAX now also a verb LAXED LAXING
LECYTHIS now a noun LECYTHISES
LIBELOUS new adverb LIBELOUSLY 
LINENY now compares LINENIER LINENIEST 
LIONLY now compares LIONLIER LIONLIEST 
LIQUIDY now compares LIQUIDIER LIQUIDIEST 
LITTERY now compares LITTERIER LITTERIEST 
LOATHLY now compares LOATHLIER LOATHLIEST 
LOLLOPY now compares LOLLOPIER LOLLOPIEST 
LORN now compares LORNER LORNEST 
LOZENGY now compares LOZENGIER LOZENGIEST 
LUBBERLY now compares LUBBERLIER LUBBERLIEST 
LULLING new adverb LULLINGLY 
MACABRE now compares MACABRER MACABREST 
MAIDENLY now compares MAIDENLIER MAIDENLIEST 
MAKEABLE now a noun MAKEABLES 
MAKHANI now a noun MAKHANIS 
MANEUVER new variant MANOEUVER
MANFUL now compares MANFULLER MANFULLEST 
MANNERLY now compares MANNERLIER MANNERLIEST 
MARKA additional plural MARAKA
MARROWY now compares MARROWIER MARROWIEST 
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MARVELER new variant MARVELLER 
MASTERLY now compares MASTERLIER MASTERLIEST 
MATRONLY now compares MATRONLIER MATRONLIEST 
MATTERY now compares MATTERIER MATTERIEST 
MEADOWY now compares MEADOWIER MEADOWIEST 
MELLOWY now compares MELLOWIER MELLOWIEST 
MELONY now compares MELONIER MELONIEST 
METICAL new variant METICA
MILDEWY now compares MILDEWIER MILDEWIEST 
MORASSY now compares MORASSIER MORASSIEST 
MORTARY now compares MORTARIER MORTARIEST 
MOTHERLY now compares MOTHERLIER MOTHERLIEST 
MOTHERY now compares MOTHERIER MOTHERIEST 
MOTORIC now a noun MOTORICS 
MUCKLE now compares MUCKLER MUCKLEST 
MULLOCKY now compares MULLOCKIER MULLOCKIER 
MUSTARDY now compares MUSTARDIER MUSTARDIER 
MUTTONY now compares MUTTONIER MUTTONIER 
MUZAKY now compares MUZAKIER MUZAKIEST 
MYRRHY now compares MYRRHIER MYRRHIEST 
NANCY now compares NANCIER NANCIEST 
NATTERY now compares NATTERIER NATTERIEST 
NEBBISHY now compares NEBBISHIER NEBBISHIEST 
NEUSTIC now a noun NEUSTICS 
NICKAR new variant NICKERNUT
NIGGERY now compares NIGGERIER NIGGERIEST 
NONELECT now a noun NONELECTS
NONTOXIC now a noun NONTOXICS
NUGGETY now compares NUGGETIER NUGGETIEST 
NUNCHUCKS now a plural with 

singular form 
NUNCHUCK 

NUNDINAL now a noun NUNDINALS
NYMPHLY now compares NYMPHLIER NYMPHLIEST 
OCHERY now compares OCHERIER OCHERIEST 
OCHRY now compares OCHRIER OCHRIEST 
OMNIANA now a singular noun OMNIANAS 
ONBOARD now a verb ONBOARDED ONBOARDING 
ORARIUM loses –S plural Plural now only ORARIA 
OROTUND new adverb OROTUNDLY 
OTHER now a verb OTHERED OTHERING 
OUTCASTE new inflection OUTCASTEING
OVEREASY now compares OVEREASIER OVEREASIEST 
OVERHOLY now compares OVERHOLIER OVERHOLIEST 
OVERTHIN now a verb OVERTHINNED OVERTHINNING 

OVERTHINS 
OVERWARY now compares OVERWARIER OVERWARIEST 
OVERWILY now compares OVERWILIER OVERWILIEST 
OVERWIND new inflection OVERWINDED
OVERWRAP new inflection OVERWRAPT
PANNUS additional plural PANNI
PAPRIKAS now singular noun PAPRIKASES 
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PARROTY now compares PARROTIER PARROTIEST 
PARTY now compares PARTIEST(PARTIER already 

valid as noun 
PASSPORT now a verb PASSPORTED PASSPORTING 
PASTORLY now compares PASTORLIER PASTORLIEST 
PATRONLY now compares PATRONLIER PATRONLIEST 
PEANUTTY now compares PEANUTTIER PEANUTTIEST 
PEASANTY now compares PEASANTIER PEASANTIEST 
PERFUMY now compares PERFUMIEST (PERFUMIER already 

valid as noun) 
PEROG additional plural PEROGEN
PERONEUS additional plural PERONEI
PERSPIRY now compares PERSPIRIER PERSPIRIEST 
PETTI now a singular noun PETTIS 
PEWTERY now compares PEWTERIER PEWTERIEST 
PICNICKY now compares PICNICKIER PICNICKIEST 
PIEROG additional plural PIEROGEN 
PILLOWY now compares PILLOWIER PILLOWIEST 
PILY now compares PILIER PILIEST 
PIZAZZY now compares PIZAZZIER PIZAZZIEST 
PIZZAZZY now compares PIZZAZZIER PIZZAZZIEST 
PLASTERY now compares PLASTERIER PLASTERIEST 
PLOVERY now compares PLOVERIER PLOVERIEST 
POMATUM now a verb POMATUMED POMATUMING 
POOTER now a verb POOTERED POOTERING 
PORRIDGY now compares PORRIDGIER PORRIDGIEST 
POTHERY now compares POTHERIER POTHERIEST 
POTHOS new plural, previously 

invariant 
POTHOSES

PRECAVAL now a noun PRECAVALS 
PREGAME now a verb PREGAMED PREGAMING 
PREGGY new variant PREGGO 
PRELUDIO additional plural PRELUDIOS 
PRIMROSY now compares PRIMROSIER PRIMROSIEST 
PROFORMA now a noun PROFORMAS
PROSSIE new variant PROZZIE
PUDDINGY now compares PUDDINGIER PUDDINGIEST 
PUNCTUM additional plural PUNCTUMS 
PYGIDIUM loses –S plural Plural now only PYGIDIA  
RABBITY now compares RABBITIER RABBITIEST 
RAISINY now compares RAISINIER RAISINIEST 
RAINBOWY now compares RAINBOWIER RAINBOWIEST 
RANCEL now a verb RANCELLED RANCELLING 
RASCALLY now has comparative RASCALLIER (already had 

RASCALLIEST) 
RAVELLY now compares RAVELLIER RAVELLIEST 
RAVEN now compares  RAVENEST(RAVENER already 

valid as noun) 
READERLY now compares READERLIER READERLIEST 
README now a noun READMES
REAL additional plural REAIS 
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RELLIE new variant RELLO 
RESINY now compares RESINIER RESINIEST 
REZONING now a noun REZONINGS 
RHUBARBY now compares RHUBARBIER RHUBARBIEST 
RIBBONY now compares RIBBONIER RIBBONIEST 
RIEVE new inflection RIEVED
RINGLETY now compares RINGLETIER RINGLETIEST 
RIPARIAL now a noun RIPARIALS
RIVERY now compares RIVERIER RIVERIEST 
ROGUY now compares ROGUIER ROGUIEST 
ROID now a noun ROIDS 
ROLLICKY now compares ROLLICKIER ROLLICKIEST 
ROSINY now compares ROSINIER ROSINIEST 
ROTE new adverb ROTELY 
ROTOLO additional plural ROTOLI
RUBBISHY now compares RUBBISHIER RUBBISHIEST 
RUMPY now also an adjective RUMPIER RUMPIEST 
RUSSETY now compares RUSSETIER RUSSETIEST 
SABLE now compares SABLER SABLEST 
SAFFRONY now compares SAFFRONIER SAFFRONIEST 
SAILORLY now compares SAILORLIER SAILORLIEST 
SALLOWY now compares SALLOWIER SALLOWIEST 
SALMONY now compares SALMONIER SALMONIEST 
SAPID now compares SAPIDER SAPIDEST 
SATINY now compares SATINIER SATINIEST 
SAWDUSTY now compares SAWDUSTIER SAWDUSTIEST 
SAYABLE now a noun SAYABLES
SCATTERY now compares SCATTERIER SCATTERIEST 
SCEAT additional plural SCEATS 
SCEATT additional plural SCEATTS 
SCHLOCKY new variant SCHLOCKEY 
SCODY new variant SKODY 
SEAMANLY now compares SEAMANLIER SEAMANLIEST 
SEAWEEDY now compares SEAWEEDIER SEAWEEDIEST 
SEECATCH additional plural SEECATCHES
SHAMING now a noun SHAMINGS
SHATTERY now compares SHATTERIER SHATTERIEST 
SHEEPLE new plural, previously 

invariant 
SHEEPLES 

SHELTERY now compares SHELTERIER SHELTERIEST 
SHTOOM now compares SHTOOMER SHTOOMEST 
SHTUMM now compares SHTUMMER SHTUMMEST 
SHUDDERY now compares SHUDDERIER SHUDDERIEST 
SIDDHUISM new variant SIDHUISM
SINTERY now compares SINTERIER SINTERIEST 
SISTERLY now compares SISTERLIER SISTERLIEST 
SKIWEAR now a noun SKIWEARS 
SKYEY new comparative SKYEYER SKYEYEST 
SLABBY now also a noun SLABBIES 
SLIDDERY now compares SLIDDERIER SLIDDERIEST 
SLUB now also adjective and SLUBBEST(SLUBBER already 
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compares valid as verb) 
SLUMBERY now compares SLUMBERIER SLUMBERIEST 
SMOTHERY now compares SMOTHERIER SMOTHERIEST 
SNICKERY now compares SNICKERIER SNICKERIEST 
SNIVELLY now compares SNIVELLIER SNIVELLIEST 
SNIVELY now compares SNIVELIER SNIVELIEST 
SNOCOACH new variant SNOWCOACH
SNUB as adjective, now 

compares 
SNUBBEST(SNUBBER already 
valid as noun) 

SONLY now compares SONLIER SONLIEST 
SPINACHY now compares SPINACHIER SPINACHIEST 
SPUTTERY now compares SPUTTERIER SPUTTERIEST 
SPUTUM additional plural SPUTUMS
STAGGERY now compares STAGGERIER STAGGERIEST 
STARTLY now compares STARTLIER STARTLIEST 
STATICKY now compares STATICKIER STATICKIEST 
STATUSY now compares STATUSIER STATUSIEST 
STOMACHY now compares STOMACHIER STOMACHIEST 
STOTINKA additional plural STOTINKAS 
STUDENTY now compares STUDENTIER STUDENTIEST 
SUCHLIKE now a noun SUCHLIKES
SULFURY now compares SULFURIER SULFURIEST 
SULPHURY now compares SULPHURIER SULPHURIEST 
SUMMERLY now compares SUMMERLIER SUMMERLIEST 
SUNBEAMY now compares SUNBEAMIER SUNBEAMIEST 
SUNSET now a verb SUNSETTED (SUNSETTING already 

good as noun) 
SUNSHINY now compares SUNSHINIER SUNSHINIEST 
SWARTY now compares SWARTIER SWARTIEST 
SWATHING now a noun SWATHINGS
SWINGING now has comparative SWINGINGER (SWINGINGEST 

already valid) 
TABBY now compares TABBIER TABBIEST 
TABLOIDY now compares TABLOIDIER TABLOIDIEST 
TACKETY now compares TACKETIER TACKETIEST 
TAFFETY now compares TAFFETIER TAFFETIEST 
TAIHOA now a verb TAIHOAED TAIHOAING TAIHOAS
TALLOWY now compares TALLOWIER TALLOWIEST 
TASSELLY new variant TASSELY 
TASSELLY now compares TASSELLIER TASSELLIEST 
TATTERY now compares TATTERIER TATTERIEST 
TENENDUM new plural TENENDA 
TERRASSE new plural, previously 

invariant 
TERRASSES 

TESTATUM new plural TESTATA 
TETRI new variant THETRI 
THALLINE now a noun THALLINES 
THEGNLY now compares THEGNLIER THEGNLIEST 
THICKETY now compares THICKETIER THICKETIEST 
THIG new inflection THIGGED
TICKLACE new variant TICKLEASS
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TIGERLY now compares TIGERLIER TIGERLIEST 
TIGERY now compares TIGERIER TIGERIEST 
TIMBERY now compares TIMBERIER TIMBERIEST 
TINDERY now compares TINDERIER TINDERIEST 
TINSELLY now compares TINSELLIER TINSELLIEST 
TINSELY now compares TINSELIER TINSELIEST 
TISSUEY now compares TISSUIER TISSUIEST 
TITTUPPY now compares TITTUPPIER TITTUPPIEST 
TITTUPY now compares TITTUPIER TITTUPIEST 
TITUPY now compares TITUPIER TITUPIEST 
TOHO now a noun TOHOS 
TOMATOEY now compares TOMATOIER TOMATOIEST 
TOTTERY now compares TOTTERIER TOTTERIEST 
TOURISTY now compares TOURISTIER TOURISTIEST 
TREBLY now compares TREBLIER TREBLIEST 
TRIFFIDY now compares TRIFFIDIER TRIFFIDIEST 
TRIFOLIUM additional plural TRIFOLIA
TRIPPERY now compares TRIPPERIER TRIPPERIEST 
TROLLOPY now compares TROLLOPIER TROLLOPIEST 
TUFOLI new plural TUFOLIS 
TUGRIK new variant TOGROG 
TURNIPY now compares TURNIPIER TURNIPIEST 
TURPS now invariant in plural Loses TURPSES 
TUSSOCKY now compares TUSSOCKIER TUSSOCKIEST 
TWANK now a verb TWANKED TWANKING 
TWITTERY now compares TWITTERIER TWITTERIEST 
UDDERFUL now a noun UDDERFULS
ULTRADRY now compares ULTRADRIER or ULTRADRYER

ULTRADRIEST or ULTRADRYEST 
UMBERY now compares UMBERIER UMBERIEST 
UMPTY now compares UMPTIER UMPTIEST 
UNCANDOUR new variant UNCANDOR
UNCRAZY now compares UNCRAZIER UNCRAZIEST 
UNDATE now a verb UNDATED UNDATING UNDATES
UNFOND new adverb UNFONDLY 
UNFUNNY new adverb UNFUNNILY 
UNGENTLE now compares UNGENTLER UNGENTLEST 
UNSAVORY now compares UNSAVORIER UNSAVORIEST 
UNSEXY new adverb UNSEXILY 
UNSTARRY now compares UNSTARRIER UNSTARRIEST 
UNSUBTLE now compares UNSUBTLER UNSUBTLEST 
UPGIRT now a verb infinitive UPGIRTED UPGIRTING UPGIRTS
UPMAKE now a verb UPMADE (UPMAKING already 

valid as noun) 
UPPITY now compares UPPITIER UPPITIEST 
UPSKIRT now a noun UPSKIRTS 
VALIUM now a noun VALIUMS
VAPOROUS new variant VAPOUROUS
VAPORY now compares VAPORIER VAPORIEST 
VAPOURY now compares VAPOURIER VAPOURIEST 
VARNISHY now compares VARNISHIER VARNISHIEST 
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VEDUTA additional plural VEDUTAS 
VEGGIE now compares VEGGIER VEGGIEST 
VEGIE now compares VEGIER VEGIEST 
VERMINY now compares VERMINIER VERMINIEST 
VICARLY now compares VICARLIER VICARLIEST 
VILLAGEY now compares VILLAGIER VILLAGIEST 
VINEGARY now compares VINEGARIER VINEGARIEST 
VOLTI additional plural VOLTIS
VOMITY now compares VOMITIER VOMITIEST 
VOWELLY now compares VOWELLIER VOWELLIEST 
WAFERY now compares WAFERIER WAFERIEST 
WEASELY now compares WEASELIER WEASELIEST 
WEASELLY now compares WEASELLIER WEASELLIEST 
WEBCHAT now also verb WEBCHATTED WEBCHATTING 
WEEVILY now compares WEEVILIER WEEVILIEST 
WEEVILLY now compares WEEVILLIER WEEVILLIEST 
WHISPERY now compares WHISPERIER WHISPERIEST 
WINDOWY now compares WINDOWIER WINDOWIEST 
WINTERLY now compares WINTERLIER WINTERLIEST 
WIRRA new variant WHIRRA 
WIZARD now compares WIZARDER WIZARDEST 
WIZARDLY now compares WIZARDLIER WIZARDLIEST 
WIZEN now also adjective and 

compares 
WIZENER WIZENEST 

WOKE now also adjective and 
compares 

WOKER WOKEST

WRITERLY now compares WRITERLIER WRITERLIEST 
WOOLY new adverb WOOLILY
YODELING now a noun YODELINGS
ZAIBATSU new plural, previously 

invariant 
ZAIBATSUS
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APPENDIX 1: Words no longer valid (2 – 8 letters) 
 
The policy of the Dictionary Committee from CSW15 on has been to delete words only if 
they are found to have been wrongly included in the list, due, for example, to misprints in 
the source dictionaries or an incorrect inference, and not, as with updates up to and 
including CSW12, simply because they have been dropped from the source dictionaries. 
For CSW19 this applies to the following 7 words of 2-8 letters: 
 
BERGALI 
BERGALIS 
DREKKISH 
HALIOTES 
ORARIUMS 
TURPSES 
UNGRAVLY 
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APPENDIX 2: Words playable under NWL2018 but not under CSW19 
 
Up to and including CSW12 the American list, then known as OTACWL, was a perfect 
subset of CSW as far as words of 2-9 letters and their inflections went (but never in respect 
of root words of 10 letters or more: see Appendix 4). In CSW15 this ceased to be the case 
due to the inclusion in OTACWL of a number of words which the Dictionary Committee 
judged to be invalid/unacceptable. For CSW19, efforts have been made to reconcile the two 
lists by mutual compromise, but there remains in CSW19 a small number of words of nine 
letters or fewer, or inflections of words of nine letters or fewer, that are to be found in the 
American word list (now renamed as NWL2018), but which the Dictionary Committee still 
feels unable to accept for CSW, judging them to be mistaken formations. These are: 
 
 
BEJABBERSES CSW has BEJABBERS as interjection but does not pluralise 
COADYS CSW has only COADIES as the plural
DEEPWATERS CSW has DEEPWATER as adjectival only
FLOREATING CSW has FLOREAT, 'may it flourish', as invariant. Note that 

FLOREATED happens to be good in CSW due to an unrelated 
meaning: 'decorated with a floral ornament'

FLOREATS See preceding 
FLORUITED CSW has FLORUIT as noun only
FLORUITING See preceding 
FOURSCORES CSW has FOURSCORE as adjectival only
KRUMMHOLZES CSW has KRUMMHOLZ as invariant in the plural 
LOOKITED CSW has LOOKIT as an interjection only
LOOKITING See preceding 
LOOKITS See preceding 
LUVED CSW has only LUVVED and LUVVING as past tense and participle 

of LUV 
LUVING See preceding 
OMPHALOSES CSW has OMPHALOS only with plural OMPHALI or OMPHALOI
VIVERID CSW has only VIVERRID
VIVERIDS See preceding 
WAREZES CSW has WAREZ as invariant in the plural
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APPENDIX 3: The Sources of the Word List 
 
It may be helpful, especially to new players, to have the sources of our word list explained: 
that is to say, the dictionaries that we draw upon. Quite often I hear comments like 'But it's 
in the Oxford Dictionary of English'. That may very well be the case, and indeed it will apply 
to some thousands of words, but, currently at least, we do not use Oxford as an authority. 
The same goes for Australian dictionaries like Macquarie, and many more regional or 
specialist works. The English language is extraordinarily rich with a global reach and a long 
history, and it would be quite easy to double the size of the word list by adding further 
sources. Not all players might welcome this! 
 
So, what are our sources? 
 
Since 2003, the word list has been a fusion of two lists: the British list and the American list. 
Prior to that, it was the British list only. This did of course include a number of American 
words that happened to be in our authority at the time, Chambers English Dictionary, but 
the merge with the American list in 2003 resulted in a massive expansion with the addition 
of over 30000 new words. 
 
As far as the British list goes, our source now is the latest edition of Collins English 
Dictionary at the time of creating the word list. This replaced Chambers English Dictionary 
as our main authority in 2007, when Collins took over the publication of Official Scrabble 
Words and other related publications. For CSW19, this latest edition was the 13th edition, 
published in 2018. Up to and including CSW15, we also continued to draw upon the latest 
edition of Chambers English Dictionary. This was discontinued for CSW19 because Collins 
English Dictionary had become very much more comprehensive and the number of new 
words appearing in Chambers that were not also to be found in Collins had become very 
small. But CSW19 still contains, as a legacy of former times, some 16000 Chambers-only 
words (mainly archaic or obsolete forms), and there is no plan to remove these. It may be of 
interest to note that of the 279496 words in CSW19, over 248000 are in fact present in 
Collins. 
 
So much for the British element of the list. To this must be added the contribution from the 
latest edition (2018) of the American word list, previously known as OTACWL but now 
renamed NWL2018. This is created from a variety of American dictionaries, but what these 
are need not concern us: we simply take whatever words of 2-9 letters the American list 
gives us and add those not already present in the British list to form CSW. In a very small 
number of cases we may feel driven to reject words on the American list, see Appendix 2. 
For a note on words of 10 letters or more, see Appendix 4. 
 
You may also see references to an American publication OSPD (Official Scrabble Players 
Dictionary, 6th edition, published 2018). This lists most, but not quite all, the NWL2018 
words of 2-8 letters together with definitions: it is quite useful but has no standing as an 
authority in itself because of its restricted coverage and the fact that it omits words deemed 
offensive, plus a number of other words. 
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APPENDIX 4: A Note on 'Long Words' 
 
I have recently noted some confusion in various places about the presence or otherwise in 
CSW15 of ‘long words’, that is to say, words with 10 or more letters, so I thought it might be 
helpful to set out the rules operated by the DC in this respect. These words are, of course, 
largely irrelevant to Scrabble, though very occasionally a word of 10 or even more letters 
does get played, almost always as an extension of a shorter word. 
  
Rule 1: all words of up to and including 15 letters, assuming they are valid for Scrabble, are 
included in CSW if they are to be found in Collins English Dictionary (13th edition). 
  
Rule 2: words of 10 letters or more present in the latest American list (NWL2018) are 
included in CSW only if they are a) also found in Collins or b) are inflections (plurals, verb 
parts, comparatives or superlatives) of words with 9 letters or fewer. Thus, for example, you 
will not find the 11-letter word BRACHIOSAUR in CSW although it is present in NWL2018: 
yes, it is a perfectly good word, but Collins supports only BRACHIOSAURUS. 
  
Rule 3: prior to CSW07, our dictionary authority was the Chambers English Dictionary, and 
for OSWI, the version of the word list published in 2003, the list accordingly included all 
words of up to and including 15 letters found in what was then the latest edition of 
Chambers. For CSW07, we moved to Collins as our main authority and at that time, 
although we still mined Chambers for words of 2-9 letters, we no longer included Chambers 
words of 10 letters or more, unless they were a) also found in Collins or b) were inflections 
(plurals, verb parts, comparatives or superlatives) of words with 9 letters or fewer. This 
policy continued with CSW12 and CSW15. For CSW19, we stopped mining Chambers 
altogether. To summarise, therefore, there may still be Chambers-only words of 10 letters 
or more which were present in OSWI and have never been removed, but none have been 
added since and no more Chambers-only words are now being added. 
  
Rule 4: very rarely, cases may arise where a NWL2018-only or Chambers-only word of 10 
letters has a 9-letter plural, as sometimes happens with words of Latin or Greek origin. In 
such cases the 10-letter word will have been included by virtue of its association with the 
shorter form despite not qualifying in its own right. 
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APPENDIX 5: A Historical Perspective 
 
The table below is presented for historical interest only: it show the total figures for the 
current word list, broken down by word length, and then shows the comparable figures for 
OSWI in 2003 and the additions that have been made since OSWI. (A version of the word 
list known as OSW did exist before 2003 but the author has no record of what this 
contained). It will be seen that since 2003 CSW has acquired 33384 new words, which is a 
rate of just over 2000 a year, but that two-thirds of these came with the addition of a major 
new source, Collins, in 2007 and the rate since then has been a mere thousand a year. 
This decreasing trend is likely to continue unless new sources are added. 
 
Note that the figures represent the situation as it now stands and do not reflect past 
deletions. For example, CSW15 actually added 6500 words, not 6493, but seven of the 
those added words have now been removed. 
 
 
Word 
Length 

Total CSW 
(2019) 

OSWI 
(2003) 

CSW07 
(2007)

CSW12 
(2012)

CSW15 
(2015)

CSW19 
(2019) 

       
2 127 120 +4 +0 +0 +3 
3 1347 1226 +66 +18 +31 +6 
4 5638 5151 +302 +73 +99 +13 
5 12972 11795 +674 +177 +271 +55 
6 23033 20934 +1211 +265 +528 +95 
7 34342 31180 +1724 +370 +895 +173 
8 42150 37971 +2155 +495 +1257 +272 
9 42933 36706 +3971 +531 +1084 +641 
10 37235 32064 +3400 +357 +767 +647 
11 29027 25155 +2682 +194 +581 +415 
12 21025 18286 +1974 +105 +408 +252 
13 14345 12484 +1348 +62 +290 +161 
14 9397 8065 +1040 +35 +172 +85 
15 5925 4975 +777 +19 +110 +44 
       
All 279496 246112 +21328 +2701 +6493 +2862 
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